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UNDERDEVELOPMENT, STATE AND MODE OF

PRODUCTION IN BANGLADESH

by

Hasanuz zanan Chowdhury

ABSTRÀCT

The focus of the present study in underdevelopment is
Bangladesh. Viewing underdevelopment as a process of con-
tinuity in change, the study has analysed how the process
itself is sustained through a determinate mode of reciproca-
tion betr¡/een the state and the mode of production. For the
concrete study of a social problem the Marxian perspective
provides for and underscores the needs of giving due weight to
the effects of all the levels, viz, the economic (mode of pro-
duction), political (state) and ideologicaJ-, comprising a social
formation. By conducting the present study in accordance with
this perspective, it is found that in the earry Asiatic form of
the indigenous society the economic revel attributed to the
political level, i.e., the state, reached a very high degree of
autonomy, which has been sustained by the state in the subse-
quent periods as werr. Later, the state itserf introduced im-
portant changes into the indigenous social economy. But instead
of facititating the unfording of new modes of production, those
changes reinforced the hold of the precapitalist forces and re-
rations of production which, in themselves, coincide with the
autonomous power of the state as well as with the phenomenon of
u¡¡derdevelopment. The ideorogical subterfuge contrived by the
state in furtherance of its autonomy, however, manifests the
contradictions and tendencies encompassed by the conjuncture of
underdevelopment itself. fndeed, the contradictions accompany-
ing the sustained autonony of the state vis-a-vis the social
polarization emanating largely from its policies, have precipi-
tated the crisis Bangladesh faces today.
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]NTRODUCTION

THE RESEARCH PROBLEM AND PURPOSE OF' STUDY

The phenomenon of underdevelopment constitutes the problem-

atic of the present study.r From the Marxian perspective the
problematics of development and underdevelopment basically entail
the analysis of class structure and state in a concrete social
formation-2 Tndeed, Marx and Engers viewed. deveropment (Lg62,
Vol' l-: 34-65) as the synonym of the dominance of a determinate
crass over the sociar formation (for exampJ_e, dominance of the
bourgeoisie in capitalist societies and that of the ,''proletariat,'

in socialist societies) - By extrapolating this view, contemporary
Marxists have explained underd.everopment as the synonym of the
dominance of state vis-a-vis the social crasses in the post-
coloniar social formation (Aravi Lg72, Brenner Lg77, sen LgB2) .

However, the probrem of underdeveropment of societies like
Bangladesh calIs for furth-er probing into the mode of reciproca-
tion3 between the classes and mode of production and the st.ate.

Prior to the advent of colonialism the productive forces and

the classes in Bengal and in rndia are said to have reached the
threshold of the capit.alist t-ransition" Thus it is noted that in
the late seventeenth and early eighbeenth centuries a section of
the indigenous merchants had "metamorphosed tLremsel-ves into indus-
trial capitalists" which was combined with their "simultaneous
attempt to weaken the central power of the state" (Sen IgB2z 4) .

But Lhe Asiatic state which had established its sway over the
social- crasses of the indigenous society thwarted this development
and instead ushered in colonialism" Thus,
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. even in decline . the autonomous state power

in India operated as a fetter on the growth of the

capitalist class, thus resisting the unfolding of the

incipient capitalist mode of production which - deriving
impetus from the demand of rndian goods in the world

market - was greatly undermining the existing Asiatic
mode of production" This failure of the state in rndia

to follow the economic movement not onry obstructed the
growth of the capitarist mode of production but also
ushered in its own disintegration and defeat at the hands

of the colonizing countries (Sen LgB2: 4) "

The English mercantile bourgeoisie which first colonized
Bengar and then the whole of rndia, had brought its coroniar
state to bear upon the acceleration of capitalist development in
England at the expense of the indigenous artisan industry (which

was first expropriated and then destroyed) and agriculture (wh-ere

rack-renting landlordism was introduced in place of the former
free peasant economy). consequentry, there occurred. what is
cal1ed the "development of und.erdevelopment" (Frank r969a) " But,
more important, underdevelopment has persisted even after the
dissorution of colonialism itself" And compared with rndia or
Pakistan, in the post-coroniar era underdevelopment has been a

more pervasive phenomenon in Bangladesh. It is also noteworthy
that compared with the former:s, Bangradesh has had to bear the
brunt of the longest col-onial (EngIish) and sub-colonial (pakistani)
dominations" The more important point, hov/ever, is that she still
recapitulates internally the social_ formational features of
colonial times whereby the conjuncture of underdevelopment persists
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unabated. The purpose of this study is to probe into this con-

juncture of underdevelopment by systematically analysing the mode

of reciprocation between the mode of production and the state

during the successive periods of the social formation in

Bangl adesh "

REVIEW OF THEORIES

The adherents of the Weberian-Parsonian tradition in the
sociology of development have viewed problems of development and

underdevelopment in terms of a series of interrelated phenomena

ranging from the ideal-typical "pattern-variabres" to "achieve-
ment motivation" (Nash r963: 3-4) " The assumption of the ideal-
typical scheme was that economic development is

" associated with a transformation of social behaviour

from a form which " is oriented towards ascription,
particularism and functional diffusiveness to a form of social
behaviour orientecl towards achievement, universalism and

functional specificity (HoseLi-tz l96B: 155).

Mcclerland, as the best known exponent of the "motivational" or
psychological theory of d"everopment, maintains that ,'. achieve-
ment motivation is an important factor affecting the rate of
economic development" (Mcclerland 196r: 6l). According to him,
rather than the "external events" it is ,'the ,internail psycho-

logicar concerns that in the long run determine what happens in
history" (McCIeIland I961: 105) " The implication of such theories
is that the typical. characteri.stics of devel-opment of the lVestern

developed societies could be diffused in the underdeveloped

societies and that would generate the "need for achievement', in
those societies and enable them to 'grow' from the "traditional',
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through the "pre.condition of take-off , the take-off , the drive

to maturity" to the "age of mass consumption" (Rostow 196B:3g).

Such views are too well known and therefore require no restatement

here. However, on critical examination they are

" found to be empirically invalid when confronted with

reality, theoretically inadequate in terms of /I.neír7 own

classical social scientific standards, and poricy-wise

ineffective for pursuing /tneiyT supposed intentions of
promoting the development of the underdevelopecl countr:ies
(Frank 1967: 20) "

Neverthel-ess, since their inception these theoríes have

broadly shaped the policies and strategies of development in the
underdeveloped countries" And corresponding to these theories
lately there emerged the so-cal1ed Green Revolution theory. The

ratter emerged from the accelerated grain production in few

underdeveloped countries which adopted the ne\¡r seed, f ertil Lzer
and irrigation technology" But the "political, economic, and

social changes which have produced and accompanied it,' \¡¡ere

counterbalanced by massive rural unrest and violent uprisinqs
wherever the Revolution was exported. Thus it is noted that,

The Green Revolution provides a striking illustration of
how imperial-ist interventionr ro matter how welr inten-
tioned, can have far-reaching negative effects on the
Third World (Cleaver, Jr" L9722 I03).
while the development theories outlined above have been

consistent with the interests of the concerned. circles (govern-
ments, business, donor agencies etc.) of the capitalist countries
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and of the governments and their beneficiaries in the under-

developed countries, they however, failed to explain as well

as to solve the problem of persistent underdevelopment" rn

this regard, certain other theories, labelled as the neo-

Marxist theories, have explained the problem more cogently.

The ratterr âs a sub-set of Marxist thought, are said to have

emerged in the backdrop of the ". notorious paradox of
Marxism's practical success /-tularxism-as-practiceZ in under-

developed countries and its comparative failures in more de-
veloped ones" (Foster-carter rg74z 61) " Further, it is noted

that the neo-Marxist treatment of the problem of und.erdevelop-

ment " o must be seen against a backcloth of the perceived
inadequacy, not only of bourgeois descriptions and prescrip-
tions, but also of traditional Marxist ideas about 'backward.'
countries" Foster-Carter L974z 69) "

By employing various conceptual models the neo-Marxist
theorists have, indeed, explained underd.evelopment in terms of
col-onial and capitalist exploitation" Thus Baran observed. that,

rndeed, there can be no doubt that had the amount of
economic surplus that Britain tore from rndia been in-
vested in rndia, rndia's economic development to date
would have borne tittre simirarity to the actual somber

record . the fate of the successive rndian generations
wourd not have resembled even remotely the chronic catas-
t,r'ophe of the las t two centur ies ( 196 B : 14 B ) .

rn the same vein, A.G" Frank noted that: "r believe, with paul

Baran, that it is capitalism, both world and national, which pro-
duced underdevelopment in the past and which stilr generates
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underdevelopment in the present" (Frank 1969b: xi). rndeed, the

central focus of such theories is the mechanism of expropriation

and transfer of surplus from the colonial or neo-colonial countrj_es

to the metropolitan centres" Accordingly, the theorists view the
severance of the economic ties with the capitalist world market

as the main precondition for the development of underdeveloped

countries" Thus, for example, Amin noted that, "" so long as

the underdeveloped country continues to be integrated in the world
market, it remains helpless the possibil_ities of local accu_
muration are nir" (r974: 131) " The neo-Marxist theories have thus
emphasized on the exogenous causes of underdevelopment and the
causes lying in the domestic structure of the underdeveloped coun-
tries themselves, though not entirely negrected, but have not been
adequately explained by these theories " Regarding these theories
it is observed that having only offered ,'a macro-framework they
did not facilitate the shift from general statement to micro_
fieldwork" (oxaar L975." 2) " They have been even viewed as posing
a "difficurt probtem for Marxist theory,', often reading to ',a
stronq tendency sharply to revise Marx's conceptions regarding
economic development" (Brenner Lg77: 25). The latter critic has
expounded the Marxian view of t.he capitarist deveropment as a

self-centric process of growth based on "capitalist social produc-
tive (class) relations", and by extraporation has propounded that
underdevelopment was "rooted. in the class structure of production,,
of the underdeveroped societies themselves" Thus it is argued
that,

the development of underdevelopment was rooted in the
class structure of production based. on the extension of
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absolute surplus labour, which determined a sharp dis-

junction between the requirements for the development

of the productive forces (productivity of Iabour) and

the structure of profitability of the economy as a

who1e. " And this, in turn, posed powerful barriers

to development throughout the economy, through making

difficult the application of fixed capital and the rise

of cooperative labourr âs well âs, more generally, the

full emergence of labour as a commodity (Brenner Lg77: 85) "

Indeed, the class structure referred to in the above passage

had originated under colonialism and may be said to persist in
determinate form even after the dissolution of col-onialism" The

underdevelopment of post-colonial societies like Bangladesh should

therefore be approached from the perspective of this class struc-
ture albeit in conjunction with its reciprocation with the state"
This, indeed, is the Marxian perspective and is evident from the
following:

The conditions under which determinate productive forces

can be used are also the conditions for the dominance of
a determinate social class, whose sociar power, d.erived

from its property ownership, invariably finds its practical
and idear expression in a particular form of the state
(Marx 1963: B0) "

However, it should be noted that "Marx admitted several possibili-
ties of historicar development" implying several forms of recip-
rocation between the productive forces and class and the state"
v'Ihile elaborating the possibilities admitted by Marx, Lefebvre
noted that "the hístorical possibilities Europe realized v¡ere not
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exactly paralreled in the history of the other continents" (r9:-2:

ß9) " etbeit some societies of the "other continents',, notab_ly

of Asia, by skipping one historicar possibitity (capitalism) of
Europe have realized the other (socialism) and have thereby de_

veloped (for example, china, vietnam, North Korea, etc.). But a

Iarge number of others have realized neither and are therefore
underdeveloped. The latter: provide the appropriate grounds for
testinq the Marxist theory.

HYPOTHES]S AND METHOD

The present study is a concrete study of the Bangr-adesh

society and is based on the forrowing hypothesis:
The mode of reciprocation between the elements of the mode

of production and the state attributed to the state an in_
dependent role which has been coextensive with the retarded
transition or underdevelopment of the Bangladesh society"

This qeneric hypothesis has entailed specific investigation of
the nature of and reciprocation between the mode of production and
the state during the successive periods of the social formation in
Bangladesh viz, the pre-coroniar, cor-oniar, post-coloniar and the
pos t-inoependence 

"

The problematic addressed in trre study called for historical
investigation and hence is based on library sources. It is noted
that,

To analyse a problem historically is to study contradictions
and change, not simpry bo uncover 'origins'. while it is
true, that an historical investigation will typicalry involve
gathering data from the past, the criticar issue is not the
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temporality of the data but the way in which they are used..

it is entirely possible to conduct ahistorical- investiga-

tions of the past and historical investigations of the

present (Wright L9l9: I3n).

NOTES

l" fn recent times runderdevelopment' is found to have been para-

phrased as 'least development' which enables one rather conveniently

to describe the phenomenon somewhat quantitatively as well as ahis-

torically. Thus in L975 the Conrnittee for Development Planning

(CDA) included the "mass-poverty country" Bangladesh on the list

of the "hard-core least developed countries". Such countries were

identified. according to three conìmon indicators: "per capita gross

domest-ic product of less than 100 dollars (1969 dollars) ; contribu-

tion of the manufacturing sector to GDP of less than t0 per cent;
and adult literacy (age group 15 years and over) of less than 20

per cent" (Weiss, 1983: 338) 
"

'2 " A socio-economic formation or, in brief, a social formation
is a concrete-specific society with an economic basis comprising

the mode or modes of production, and a politico-ideological super-
structure comprising the apparatuses of administration or rule
(state), values, ideas, beliefs etc. The basis is the site of
change wherein the arrival of new productive forces lead to change

of the existing relations of production. The changes at the basis
then bring about corresponding changes in the superstructure and

consequently, a nevü social formation comes into existence, and so

on (see Marx 1970: Preface). However, in all his works Marx noted
that change is a function of class struggle and therefore depends
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on the nature of class formations in specific societÍes. For

instance, the differentiar nature of class formations in the

Asiatic and the European societies led to the evolution of differ-

ent social formations in the two continents.

3" Mode of reciprocation is used here to mean the interrelation

of the crasses and mode of production and the state, and. the re-
production of the two in determinate forms. Tt-ris reciprocation-

reproduction process is to be explored through the comparison of
the operations of the mode of pr:oductj.on and the structure and

policies of the state" Indeed, the concept 'articulation, is used

for analysing the reciprocation between two different modes of
production (for example, articulation of capitalism and. feudalism)
and not between two levels or structures of the same social forma-
tion" rndeed, the concept 'articuration' is reserved for the
"modes of prod.uction controversy" (Foster-carter: 1978) .
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I TRANSFORMATION OF THE ASIATIC FORM OF SOCIETY

IN BtrNGAL UNDER BRITISH COLONIALIS}4

NATURE OF THE ASIATIC FORM OF SOC]ETY

The Asiatic form of society in India, âs distinct from the

semi-Asiatic society in Russia or the slave-based ancient Greek

and Roman societies, had evolved from the modification of the

Asiatic commune" The evolution itself was, however, influenced

by various natural and social conditions of the existing commune

litself"* The distinctive feature of this society was the persis-

tence of communal ownership of land which in other societies had

dissolved vlith the dissolution of their communes: "In the Asiatic

form (at least, predominantly) , the individual has no property but

only possession; the real proprietor, proper, is the commune

hence property only as communal property in land" (marx I974a:484) "

In this society, the individuals or direct producers hrere not "con-

fronted by a private landowner", nor were they faced with any

"stronger political or economic pressure than that conìmon to aII

subjection to the state" which stood over them, âs the "sovereign"

and "the supreme landlord" (Marx L977, vol" IIIz 79L) " As the

supreme landlord, the state was also the sole claimant of the

surplus which was realized as tax or ground renl.2

Indeed, the supreme dominance of the state in the Asiatic

society was coextensive with its functions, particularly those

relating to the large-scale public works. As explicated by Marx:

Climate and territorial conditions " constituted arti-

ficiat irrigation by canals and waterworks the basis of
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oriental- agriculture " this prime necessity of an

economical and common use of water, which in the occident,
, drove private enterprise to voluntary association, as in
Franders and rtary, necessitatedn in the orient the

interference of the centralizing power of Government"

Here an economicar function devorved upon all- Asiatic
Governments, the function of providing public works (Marx

I962a: 393) 
"

However, to collect the taxes due the state in the Asiatic society
of rndia, it maintained a stratum of intermediaries (trre zamind.ars

and jahgirdars) which did not have any independent power" As

noted by shervankar: "Their authority is derj.vative. rt is de-
pendent on the furfilment of prescribed conditions" (1940: 93) "

Hence they v/ere neither "co-sharers in the sovereignty of the state",
nor could alienate the direct producers from their means of produc-
tj-on i"e., land (Sen L982:17-lB). This subservient position of
the indigenous revenue collectors did not allow them to engage in
any struggle for power or to facilitate the transformation of the
mode of production by way of combining their interest with that of
a rising class as had occurred in Europe.3 rndeed, the state in
rndia held alt classes and strata in its sway and thereby contained
their struggres for power as werr as the change of the mode of pro-
duction and social formation. As noted by Mandel,

" confronted with the hypertrophy of the state authority,
tLr-ey /T]ne cl-asses of peasants o public f unctionaries, rand-
owners illegalJ-y appropriating ownership of Iand, merchantso

bankersn etc., in India/ can never acquire the social_ and

poriticar power which, in other countries, qives rise fir.st
to feudalism and then to modern capitalism (Lg77z L29_30) "
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consequentry, the indigenous society persisted as a stable
and retarded system. However, apart from the "hypertrophic state,,
the village civilization, the towns, the use of surplus, etc.,
\¡rere arso conducive to the continuity of this system" As to the
nature of the village, Marx noted that,

These two circumstances the Hindur oñ the one hand.,

leaving rike arr orientar peoples, to the centrar govern_
ment the care of the great public works, the prime condi-
tion of his agriculture and commerce, dispersed, on the
other hand' over the surface of the country, and aggromer-
ated in sma1l centres by the domestic union of agricultural
and manufacturing pursuits these two circumstances had

brought about, since the remotest times, a sociar system of
particular features the so-called village systemo which
gave to each of these small unions their independent organi-
zation and distinct life (Marx L962a: 395).

The rndian society also l-acked the "free towns" Iike those of the
medieval Europe" rn the late medievar Europe, in a rerativery
congenial social atmosphere of the "civil society", private
property and private economic pursuits were gradually freed ,,from

the ideological bonds of the church" and "from the bonds of feudal_
subjugation" (¡¿er-otti , Lg77 zgB) " This facititated the growth of
the bourgeoisie and the "free towns" in the tottering feudal
society of E'rope" rt was this bourgeoisie of the European free
towns which then rcreated.r 1ra world after its ov¿n image,, and ,sub_
jected' "the country to the rure of the towns,, (Marx and trngers
1962, voJ-- 1: 38)" The circumstances in rndia v/ereo ho\n,ever" too
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ð,LfferenL to permit an analogous development. As described by

Shelvankar;

" the State, whose fortunes were bound up with the

land, never reraxed its hold on the towns which \¡/ere the

bases of íts action. . And the Indian bourgeoisie,
lacking the means to break down the opposition of the
village and turn the cor.:ntryside into its market, as the

European bourgeoisie had been able to do, had perforce to
submit to this situation and resign itself to playing a

subordinate role to the counts and noblemen, the soldiers,
officials, priests and pilgrims, who collectively constitu-
ted the consumer class and who lvere in possession of the
towns" (f940t L42-43)

rndeed, Max weber spoke of another important "obstacre,', ,1 formed

by ideas and institutions connected with magic", which had weakened

the townspeople in rndia before the state " This obstacle was the
caste segregation of the people that debarred them from uniting
or forming "brotherhood in arms for mutuar aid and protection,
involving the usurpation of political_ power" (1966: 236) " Thus,
according to weber: "fn rndia the castes vrere not in a position
to form ritualistic communities and hence a city, because they were
ceremonially alien to each other" (1966: 238). Nevertheless, there
occurred great accumulation of wealth in the hands of such classes
as merchants, bankers, officiars, etc., in the rndian towns. But
owing to the social constraints the wealth of these classes have
hardry had. any productive use; As was noted by Bernier:

rt should not escape notice that gold and sirver, after
circurating every oth-er qua-rter of the globe, come at rength
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to be swallowed up, rost in some measure, in Hindustan

(L972: 202) .

These precious metals were "swallowed. up" as "hoarded treasure"
for fear of royal appropriation.4 And this conceal-ment of wealth

L"e., its withdrawal- from circulation and productive use, is said

to have retarded the social- development in India. Bernier, indeed,
attributed the great poverty of the people of rndia amidst abun-

dance of wealth to ". this habit of secretly burying the
precious metals, and thus withdrawing them from circulation"
(L972: 225-26),

From the above it follows that the state, the virrage, the
towns as well as the use of srJrplus, etc., in their combination
had produced a stable and retarded social formation in India"
But, from the beginning of the eighteenth century the consolidation
of power by the provincial rulers, and their modification of the
existing land tenure systemr oñ the one hand, and the growing
poh/er of the indigenous and foreign merchants, on the other, set
in motion a process of destabilization of rndian society. rndeed,
of all the forces of destabilization it was the English mercantile
bourgeoisie that had increasingly brought its po$rer and speculative
genius to bear upon the tottering Asiatic society in rndia. And

Bengal constituted the principal arena of its struggre for power

as well as the site of change.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMMOD]TY PRODUCTION AND INDIGENOUS CLASSES

Like all other regions of the vast Mogul empire Bengal was

primarily an agricultural society" But compared with other regions
she had relatively a more prosperous industrial as well as an agri-
curtural- economy " rndeed, she was the " paradise of rndia" : ,,No
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offLcial farman, parwana or other official papers of the Mughar

Empíre ever mentioned Bengal without adding 'the Paradise of India'

. " (Chaudhury L975; 1) . Fancois Bernier had al-so conceded to

Bengal the pre-eminence ascribed by others to Egypt as the "finest

and most fruitful country in the world". ile noted that, ,,.

the kno\^rledge r have acquired of Bengale, during two visits paid

/-tnira quarter of the seventeenth centuryZ to that Kingdom, in-

clines me to believe that the pre-eminence ascribed to Egypt is
rather: due to Bengare" (rg72z 437) " rndeed, the development of
commodity production and the brisk mercantile activities of the
indigenous and foreign trading classes in Bengal were the basis
of Bernierrs "believe"" He described the development in Bengal

in the following way:

rn regard to valuable commodities of a nature to attract
foreign merchants, r am acquainted with no country where

so great a variety is found " Besides sugar there is
in Bengale such a quantitity of cotton and sil-ks, that the
Kingdom may be called the common storehouse for those two

kinds of merchandise, not only of Hindustan or the Empire

of the Great Mogol on1y, but of all the neighbouring King-
doms, and even of Europe" r have been sometimes amazed. at
the vast quantity of cotton croths, of every sort, fine and

coarse' white and coloured, which the Hollanders alone export
to different places, especiarry to Japan and Europe. The

EngIish, the Portuguese, and the native merchants deal also
in these articles to a considerabre extent. The same may

be said of the sitks and silk stuffs of all so.rts" rt is
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not possible to conceive the quantity drawn every year

from Bengare for the suppry of the whole of the Mogol

Empire as far as Lahore and Kabul, and generally of atl

those foreign nations to which the cotton cloths are sent

" Bengare is also the principal emporium for saltpetre

" the Dutch and English send large cargoes /ot saltpetre/
tom,arry parts of the Indies, and to Europe" Lastly, it is
from this fruitful Kingdom, that the best lac, opium¡ wâx,

civet, long pepper, and various drugs are obtained; and

butter " is in such prenty, that- although it be a bulky
articre to export, yet it is sent by sea to numerous places
(L9722 439-40)"

From the above passage it appears that the forces of commodity

production, of commerce and expanded markets v¡ere forging the social
economy of Bengal in the seventeenth century toward capitalism.
However, certain other factors may be said to have stilt fettered
the progress of capitalism" The social position of the producer

himself was the first obstacle. The producer had indeed, occupied
a perpetually subordinate position vis-a-vis the community or the
village, a position which was antithetical to his independence and

even to his existence" Explaining the implications of this Marx

noted that,

The Asiatic form necessariry survives rongest and most

stubbornly" This is due to the fundamentar principle on

which it is based, that is, that the individual does not
become independent of the community; that the circle of
production is self-sustaining, unity of agricurture and
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craft manufacture, etc. rf the individual changes his
relation to the community, he modifies and undermines

both the community and its economic premise; conversely,

the modification of this econo¡nic premise - produced by

its own dialectic, pauperisation etc. (1965: B3).

The individual-community rel-ation thus continued unmodified along-

side the devel-opment of commodity production and commerce, owing

mainly to tLre absence of those antagonistic features which \^/ere

typical of feudal society" By comparing the structural features

of the indigenous village with those of the feudal manors in
Europe Shelvankar showed that,

The manor, ít is true, was in some respects, similar to an

rndian village, but it was a less stabre organization" rt
vüas based on serfdom and ruled over by a feudal baron; and

to serf and baron alike the development of urban trade and

industry herd out advantages, either of personal freed.om

or pecuniary gain. Hence, when these forces came into play,
the manor succumbed, not perhaps without a struggre, but in
comparatively short period" The village¡ orr the other hand,

which had in general no roorn for serfdom or baronial exploita-
tion' was the more firmly articulated in its inner structure
and therefore succeeded, where the manor had failed, in
maintaining Íts distinctive character (1940: I39) "

The cohesion of the "inner structure,'of the vilrage may be said
to have hindered the mobility of the prod.ucers" Thus they al_ways

preferred to organize and carry on industrial activities in their
homes or the localities and avoided any change of the place of
work. Thus,
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nespite the promise of 'great vrages' the English company

failed to persuade the Bengal weavers to go and settl_e

down in Madras. 'such was their caste and lineage' that
they feared by crossing the sart water they would rose

their birth right. The company even failed to persuade

the 'taffeta-weavers' to move from Kashimbazar and settle
in Hugti /6oLh in BengarZ cnaudhuri rg75: 234-235).

Apart from the ritualistic immobility of the producers, the indi-
genous merchant and traders were also structuralty alienated from

the production process as such. Thus although the latter often
made advances (dadni) to the producers for specialized commodities

but had never interfered in the act or manner of production. As

noted by Chaudhuri:

But though merchant capitar was highly deveroped, it had

no control over the production system" The entire credit
machinery seems to have been fo::med primarily to meet the
requirements of commerce only. No provision for any rong

tern investment or credit was there and the efficient and

advanced methods of financial organization failed to bring
about any significant change in the technique of production
(1975: 235) .

rndeed, merchants' capitat as such does not interfere with the
process of production, it only carries on the process of circula-

q
tion.- And particularty under the dominance of the Asiatic state
it was all the more impossible for the Bengal merchants to make

an exception to this rule" Further, "an interesting feature in
the composition of Benga1 merchants engaged in overseas trade in
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the seventeenth century was the presence of subad.ars /governors/,

faujdars /_'r:Litary commanders/ and other members of the ruJ-ing

crass" (chaudhuri L975: 9l) " However, the ruling nobility's in-

volvement in the mercantire activities had neither red to any

change of the subservient position of the merchants and artisans
(vis-a-vis the state) nor to any diminution of their extortions

by the former. Few examples may illustrate this point. In L612,

a wealthy merchant of Bengal (Khemchand) approached nawab Rashid

Khan for obtaining a'parwana'on behalf of an English merchant"

But the nawab instead of issuing the 'parln'ana', imprisoned the
merchant. And "Khemchand had to buy his release" by paying to
the nawab "rupees 30,000" (Chaudhuri LglSz 94). In 1674, the
same merchant was subjected to a more severe extortion:

The hungry Nawab . demanded one rakh ¿ioo,ooV- of rupees

from him- Before he appeared in fr:ont of the Nawab,

Khemchand took off his gold turban, jeweÌs and rings, put
on mean crothes, thereby to plead poverty" Then he began

to bemoan hris sad accident and loss he had lately suffered 
"

But the nawab was little moved by the story.
After many apologies, and after feasting the nawab's

courtiers, he got off by paying rupees 50,000 to the nawab

(Chaudhuri L975: 95) "

During early eighteenth century"

" Mir Jumra /tne governor of Bengaf once demanded

Rs 50,000 from the merchants of Dacca" on refusar they
were threatened with death by being trampred by erephants

and compromised for Rs 25,000 white the bankers of the
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city appeased his wrath by paying Rs 300,000 without much

further ado (cited in Sen I9B2: 44) .

The above examples bear testimony to the fact that while the

Beng¡al merchants did not lack in we.alth or entrepreneurship, they

qreaLly lacked in security of their wealth and this had retarded
their potentials as bourgeoisie. This perhaps also accounts for
the individualistic nature of business operation by the indigenous

merchants " Thus they were not inclined to form anything like the
joint stock companies, in vogue among their European counterparts"
As observed by Chaudhuri,

In Bengal, trade or business was the concern of individ.ual
rather than of groups acting in co'nmon interests.

/ln"y7 operated with their own capital and there was hardly
;, ;"=" financial tink between rhe merchant and. the pubric

- a feature which was fast developing in Engrand in the
seventeenth century through the joint stock companies.
rt j-s true that sometimes the merchants acted as depositors
of funds or even traded with capitar supplied by the nobility
for investment in the trade but the risk of any disaster or
Ioss was his o\^rn (1975- 97) "

These circumstancesn outlined in the above paragraphs, exprain
the built-in weaknesses of the indJ-genous bourgeoisie in hastening
the capitarist transformation of the society. However, the main
source of its weakness was the power of the state itself which
might even have induced its increased cooperation with the local
European merchants who were evidently more ad.vanced and aspiring.
rndeed, from the late sixteenth century the activities of the
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Bengal merchants became closely linked with the commercial pursuit

of the European merchants. By the second hal-f of the eighteenth

cenLury, a large number of Bengal merchants were serving as the

agents of the British East rndia Company which emerged as the most

powerful among the European companies operating in Bengal " At

this tíme the Engrish company haci al_so involved itserf in the

affaLr of the succession (to office) of the nawab of Bengal"

, However, on his accession to t.he throne, Nawab Siraj-ud-daulah who

was aware of the intrigues of the English, brought his heavy hand

on the activities of the latter. rn the face of such a situation
the company conternplated to replace siraj by a nawab more amenable

to their control" Accordingly, it hatched up a conspiracy with
the help of the disaffected chiefs and some rich bankers and.

merchants. As noted by Mukherjee:

" the prime movers from the rndian side in the conspiracy
launched by the company to overthrow the last independent
Nawab of Bengal v/ere those who were foremost in banking and

commerce in that period" Jagat seth, who r^,as probably the
brain behind the conspiracy from the rndian side, was a

reputable banker; his name signifiec: 'The Banker of the
worl-d'- omichand or Amirchand, who prayed the biggest part
in the conspiracy from calcutta - the seat of the company

in Bengal - was 'one of the wealthiest native merchants
resident at Calcutta' (1973a: 23g_40).

This conspiracy led to the treacherous Battle of pì-assey in 1857,
in which "a handful British merchant adventurers of calcutta,
winning a battle of unprecedented scale against a huge medieval
army", brought about "the transfer of power from the hands of
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patrimonial state to a foreign bourgeois business company',

(Karim L9B2: 6) " while the "transfer of power" first occurred

in Bengar, the rest of rndia followed suit. rt shourd be noted

that with this transfer of power to the English bourgeoisie the

prospect of the indigenous bourgeoisie was doomed. rndeed, the

latter, âs an accomplice of the English conspiracy not only doomed

its own future but also, perhaps as the "unconscious tool of
history", had paved the way for the capitalist deveropment of
trngrand at the expense of simitar deveropment of BengaÌ in par-
ticular, and of India, in general.6

COLONIAL STATE AND THE }-EI]DALIZATION OF THE SOCIAL ECONOMY

With the advent of colonialism Bengal had become an arena of
primitive accumulation of the English bor.rrgeoisie" Tn proportion
as it was "destructive" for the indigenous society, it was ,,re-

generating" for England. rnd.eed, long before the establishment of
the colonial state the English mercantile bourgeoisie had begun

its accumulation through trade in the products of Bengal" which
is evident from the increases in its annual exports. Thus, the
total value of the company's annual exports from Bengal increased.
from f,24,l-99 in L663/64 to .6336,g73 in LTIg/20 (Chaud.hur:i Lg75,
appendix B' lable l-)" But after L751 the volume and. value of such

exports increased manifold and it was realized through more oppre-
sive means. An Engrish merchant "who sav/ things with his ov¡n

eyes", narrated that,

fnconceivable oppressions and. hardships have been practised
towards. the poor manufacturers and workers of the country,
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v/ho are' in fact, monoporized by the Company as so many

sraves" . Various and innumerable are the methods

of oppressing the poor weavers, which are duly practised
by the company's agents and gomastas /ñative sub-agents/
in the countty; such as fines, imprisonments, floggings,
forcing bonds from them, etc., by which the number of
weavers in the country has been greatly reduced (cited
in Mukherjee 1973a: 302).

Through such viorence and oppression the ruring company brought
about the ruination of artisans and merchants as werl as the
manufacturing towns of Bengal" Thus in 1840, the Select Committee
of the British House of Commons reported that,

The decay and destruction of Surat, of Dacca , of
Murshidabad, and of other places where nati-ve manu-

factures have been carried. on, is too painfur a fact
to dwell_ upon (trtukherjee 'L973a: 338).

rndeed, by the time these destructions were compreted the
rndustrial- Revolution had arready taken place in England, and by
the 1820s the English merchants had inverted the flow of com-
modities from the industries of England to the captive markets
of Bengal and rndia. The consequence was as follows:

rn r7B7 the exports of Dacca musr_in to Engrand amounted

to 30 ]akhs of rupees /Enree millionZ; in lBlT they had

ceased aì_together" " Families which were formerly
in a state of affruence have been driven to desert the
towns and betake themselves to the vilrages for a riveri_
hood- " This decadence had occurred. not in Dacca onry,
but in afl districts (Mukherjee 1973a: 338).
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Alongside the manufacturers, the Bengal peasants were also

subjected to extortions and destruction by the ruling company.

The latter, indeed, subjected the peasantry to a double oppres_

sion: by neglecting the "hydraulic functions" which were effi-
ciently discharged by the former rulers, and by rampaging prunder

of the peasants' products " As to the former Marx noted that:
"Nov/, the British in East rndia accepted from thr-eir pred.ecessors

the department of finance and of war, but thr_ey h-ave neglected.
entirely that of public works" (19 62a: 3g4) " A renowned English
hydraulic engineer, Sir witliam wilcocks, wh-o studied thre ancient
system of irrigation in Bengal observed that,

" innumerable smalr destructive rivers of the derta
region, constantly changing their course, were originarly
canars which under the Engrish regime were arrowed to
escape from their channels and run wild" " Some areas,
cut off from the roam-bearing Ganges water, have gradualry
become sterir-e and non-productive; others, improperry
drained, show an " accompaniment of Mararia. Nor has
any attempt been made to construct proper embankments for
the GanÇes in its row course, to prevent the enormous

erosion by which villages and giroves and cultivated fields
are swallowed up each year (cited in Mukherjee: 341),

The catastropLr-e which thus befer Bengal, however, did. not stop
the English company from racking the peasantry" Thus after the
scourge of the famine of L770, Governor Generar warren Hastings
wrote to the company's court of Directors that: ,,Not\,vithstanding

the ross of at reast one*third of the inhabitants of the province,
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and the consequent decrease of the cultivation, the nett col_lec-

tions of the year L77r exceeded even those of L768" (Mukherjee:

353) " Such rapacious collection of revenues from the peasantry

continuously increased despite the farl in productivity" Thus,

for exampre, the rand revenue colrection in the year 1790-9r

rose to f'2,680,000 from EBrB,000 in l-764-65 (p" 359) " More impor-

tant, the revenues thus collected. were either entirety transferred,
or diverted to use having little beneficial effect on the indige-
nous economy" Thus in a report of the Select Conunittee of the
House of Commons, it is stated that,

The goods from Bengal, purchased from the territorial revenues,
from the sale of Er.rropean goods, and from the produce of the
monopoÌies . were never less than a mirlion sterring.
This million is the lowest value of the goods sent to Europe,

for which no satisfaction is made. About ñ1001000 a year is
also remitted from Bengal on the Company's account to China,

and the whore of the product of that money frows into the
direct trade from china to Europe. Besides this, Bengal

sends a regular supply in time of peace to those Presidencies
(in rndia) which are unequal to their own establishments
(cited in Mukherjee: 36I) 

"

And thus the English company carried on its China trade, pürchase

of indigenous commodities for export (which was hypocriticarly
termed as "investment"), maintenance of its establishments in the
vast colony of rndia, etc., with the revenues squeezed out of
Bengal 

"

fn L793, the ruling company introduced a nevr rand tenure
system called, the Permanent Settl.ement, through which the former
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zamindars or revenue collectors were turned into landlords and

the free peasants, into their tenants" As observed by Marx,

". a curious sort of English landlord trdas the zemidar, receiv-
ing only one-tenth of the rent, while he had to make over nine-
tenths of it to the Government" ,lg74b: 78) . As he noted further,

Thus, in Bengalr wê have a combination of English landlordism
of the rrish middlemen system, of the Austrian system, trans-
forming the landlord into the tax-gatherer and of the Asiatic
systern making the state the real landlord (Lg74bz79) .

However' the 'real landlord' i"e., the colonial state, end.owed its
subordinate landlordsn the zamindars, with enough coercive power

which the latter exercised for timely col-Iection of rents from the
tenants (see Banerjee, 19Br) " The new l_and tenure system was,

indeed, presumed to encourage the landlords to undertake the improve-
ment of agriculture and thereby the augmentation of productivity
while the demand for rents remained high and constant. But two

other important considerations had necessitated the introduction
of the new system" one was the security of the ruring class
threatened by frequent peasant revoltsT and the other, the diversion
of the indigenous urban merchants to land to the advantage of the
Engrish merchants' own monopoly. with regard to the former the
following remark by Governor-GeneraI Lord WiIIiam Bentinck is
worth quoting:

If security was wanting against extensive popular tumult or
resorution, r shoul-d say that the permanent settrement,
though a failure in many other respects in most important
essentiars, has this great advantage at least of having
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created a vast body of rich randed proprietors deepry

interested in the continuance of the British Dominion

and having comprete command over the mass of the peopre
(tvtukherjee 1973a: 408) 

"

The "vast body of rich landed proprietors', were, however,

constituted by the former revenue collectors as well as the native
loyal agents, the "baniyans and gomastahs", of the English 

"o*p.r,y.B
The latter found in its native agents a means of buttressing the
social base of its rule and also thereby a \^/ay of divertÍng their
wealth to land. As noted by Marx,

Resurts of the 'settrement,: First product of this plunder
of 'communar and private property of the ryots : whole series
of local- risings of the ryots against the 'randrord.s, (con-
ferred on them), involving: in some cases, expursion of the
zemindars and stepping of the East rndia co" into their place
as ov/ner; in other cases, impoverishment of the zemindars and

compulsory or voluntary sale of their estates to pay tax
arrears and private debts. Hence greater part of the pro-
vinces land holdings ferl rapidly into the hands of a few
city capitalists who had spare capital and. readiry invested
it in land (Marx 1960; ,l0I) .

probing further into the pre-coronial system of revenue-farming
Karim (1983) noted that a distinctive type of ,,wad.ded.erism,, was
in vogue in Bengal- under this system the ',wad.dad.ers,, i"e.,
promise-holders constituted the revenue col-rectors of the state
on a contractual basis and subsequently, tLr,ey firred the ranks of
landlord under the British colonial rule" As noted by Karim,
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The waddaders did not belong to hereditary landed aristo-

cracy as such; they beronged to the class of speculators

and business community, such as orories, shroffs, shahukars,

mahajans, etc. " The Merchant adventurers and specu-

lators of the British East rndia company found in these

Bengali (Hindu) speculators their own image and. was there-
fore fearfur of their competition with them. Hence they
diverted their attention from the f iel-d of business and

commerce to landholding by granting of the Permanent Settle-
ment in L793 (I983; 3-4).

Further, it is suggested by the author that: ',rf " con-
tinued unabated, waddaderization would doubtless have transformed
the society into a modern bourgeois society or it would have

created conditions for that" (p" 7) ¡ and thereby, "it would. have

created a Bengali national state" (p" B) " However, the process

did not at atl continue unabated nor, therefore, could the Bengali
national state come into existence before two hundred years more

of colonial rule-
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NOTES

1. The transition to settled agriculture and particularlyn the
development of productive forces had led to the dissolution of
various forms of primitive communes ví2, the slav, the Asiatic,
classical, the Germanic etc" But the natural and social condi_-

tions had made for diverse or murtirinear deveropment of the
societies on the dissolution of their respective communes" Thus

Marx noted that, "when they finally do settle down, the extent
to which this original community is modified wirr depend on various
external, crimatic, geographic, physicar etc. conditions as werl
as on their particur-ar naturar predisposition - their cran
character" (I974: 472) 

"

2" Pointing to the rerations of the state and the direct pro-
ducers, and to the nature of tax,/ground rent due to the formern
Marx observed that: "shourd. the direct producers not be con_
fronted by a private rand.owner" but ratherr âs in Asia, und.er
direct subordination to a state which stands over them as their
l-andlord and simultaneousry as sovereign, then rent and taxes
coincide¡ or rather, there exists no tax which differs from this
form of ground rent" under such circumstances, there need exist
no stronger political or economic pressure than that coiTìmon to
arr, subjection to the state. The state is then the supreme land-
lord. Sovereignty here consists in the ownership of land concen-
trated on a national scale" Butr oñ the other handr flo private
ownership of land exists, arthough there is both private and
corrmon possession and use of land" (Marx Lg77 " vol. rrr z 79r) .
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3. The transition from feudalism to capitalism in Europe is
said to have entailed an articulation of the two, whereby the

interests of the l-andlords and the capitaJ-ists had coincided in
production but diverged in distribution (since rent is a deduction
from profit) " P.P. Rey vi.ewed this articulation as passing

throuqh three stages: first, the landtords evicted the peasants
(primitive accumulation) and thereby created the proletariat as

well as the market for agricultural and industrial commoclities;

in the second stage, the division of rabour between capitalist
industry and partly peasant agriculture forced the latter to com-

pete \^/ith the former in the market; and in the final stage, the
penetration of capitarism in ar1 branches of agricurture destroyed
peasant production, like the artisan industry was destroyed by
capitalist industry (see Brewer, 1980: 190_91).
4 " rn rndia the king or the emperor had the sore right of own-
ing and inheriting property and even the great i{ogur noblemen were
no exception to this rule" Bernier cited many exampres of clan_
destine attempts by wealthy merchants and nobremen to bequeath
their wealth to their 'heirs'. But those attempts were just
foiled by tlre law " o that the Great Mogur constitutes irimself
heir of al-l the omrahso or lords, and likewise of the Mansebdars,
or inferior lords, who are in his pay; and what is of utmost im_
portance, that he is proprietor: of every acre of land in the
Kingdom (Lg72z 204) .

5" Expricating the nature and role of the merchantns capital
Marx showed that: "And when in the l6th, and partially still in
the 17th, century the sudden expansion of conìmerce and emergence
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of a nevr world-market overwhelmingly contributed to the fall of
the old mode of production and the rise of capitalist production,

this was accomprished conversery on the basis of the arready

existing capitalist mode of production', (Ig77: 333) " He further
noted that merchantsr capital, ". cannot by itself contribute
to the overthrow of the ol-d mode of production, but tends rather
to preserve and retain it as its precondition', (Lg7j: 334).
6" rndeed, the capitalist development of England and the simul-
taneous underdevelopment of Bengal and rndia were effected by the
English bourgeoisie itself through its rampaging pr_under of t.he

indiqenous society" To quote Brooks Adams: "very soon after
Plassey the Bengar prunder began to arrive in London, and the
effect appears to have been instantaneous , for aII authorities
agree that the "industrial revolution", the event which has divided
the nineteenth century from arl antecedent time, began with the
year l-760 " Prior to L76o " the machinery used for spinning
cotton in Lancashire was armost as simple as in rndia" .

Plassey was fought in L757, and probably nothing has ever equarled
the rapidity of the change which forrowed. fn ]r760 the flying-
shuttle appeared, and coal began to replace wood in smelting. In
r764 Hargreaves invented the spinni-ng-jenny, in L77g crompton
contrived the mure, in 17B5 cartwright patented the power_loom,
and, chief of alr, in rj6B watt matured the steam-engine, the most
perfect of alr vents of centrari zing energy" But though these
machines, served as outlets for the acceler:ating movement of the
time, they did not cause that acceleration" rn themselves inven-
tions are passive, many of the most important having lain dormant
for centuries, waiting for a sufficient store of force to have
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accumulated to set them working. That store must always take

the shape of money, and money not hoarded, but in motion. .

To the capitalist, then, rather than to the inventor, civiLtza-

tion owes the steam-engine as a part of daily life ." (lgSg:

255-s7).

The rmoney' that was set in motion since the Battre of
Plassey may be estimated from the folrowing: "The vol_ume of
wea]-th that Britain derived from rndia and that was added to
Britain's capital accumulations has to my knowledge never been

fully assessed " Digby /Vri 1iam Digby, "Prosperous British India,
London, 1901, p" 

"ir7 notes that estimates had been made accord-
ing to which between Plassey and Waterloo a period of crucial
importance for the development of British capitalism - between

8500,000,000 and É1,000,000,000 worth of treasure was taken by

Britain from rndia" The vastness of this sum can be visualized
when it is considered that at the turn of the nineteenth century
the aggregate capitar of all joint stock companies operating Ín
India amounted to -836 , 000 ,000 " (Baran, 196 B : 145) "

This money was very ingeniously harnessed to the Industrial
Revorution in England albeit in a manner that thwarted the pro*
gress of rndia itself, and the policies of the British East ïndia
Company and of the British Parliament were particularly instru-
mental in that respect" As noted by Romesh Dutt: "Their fixed
policy " v/as to make rndia subservient to the industries of
Great Britain, and to make the rndian people grov/ raw produce

on1y, in order to supply material for the looms and. manufacturies

of Great Britain" This poricy was pursued with unwavering
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resolution and with fatal success; orders were sent out, to force
rndian artisans to work in the company's factoriesi commercial
residents lrere legally vested with extensive powers over villages
and communities of rndian weavers, prohibitive tariffs excluded
rndian silk and cotton goods from England; English goods v¡ere

admitted into rndia free of duty or on payment of a nominal duty
when in recent years the power-loom was set up in rndia,

England once more acted towards rndia with unfair jearousy. An

excise duty has been imposed on the production of cotton fabrics
in rndia which stifres the new steam-mir-r-s of rndia" Agri-
culture is now virtuarry the only remaining source of national
wealth in rndia" " rt is true that the British Government
only forrowed the precedent of the previous Mahomedan rulers who

also claimed an enormous Land Tax" But the difference \¡/as this,
that what the Mahomedan rurers claimed they courd never fully
realise; what the British rurers claimed they realised with rigour"
The last r4ahomed.an ruler of Benqar, in the last year of his admini-
stration (r764), rearised a land revenue of É817r553; within thirty
years the British rulers rearised a land revenue of f,2,680r000
/-T790-9L7 in the same province. " But what the British Govern-
ment does take as Land Tax at the present day sometimes approxi-
mates to the whole of the economic rent, leaving the cultivators
little beyond the wages of their labour and the profits of their
agricurtural stock. The Land Tax is revised once every thirty
years' This uncertainty of the Land Tax paralyses agriculture,
prevents saving, and keeps the tiller of the soir in a state of
poverty and indebtedness" (I960, voI" l: xxiv_xxvii).
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while Bengal and rndia suffered this damage at the hands. of
the progressive bourgeoisie and the bourgeois state like that of
Great Britain, the unpalatabÌe truth is that even the ,despots,

of bhe oriental state (considered as the opitome of stagnation)
did not do so. The ratterr o'the contrary, in many ways fructi_
fied the economy- As noted by Dutt: "The vast sums which the
Afghan and Mughal Emperors spent on their armies \,{ent to support
great and princely housesr âs welr as hundreds of thousands of
soldiers and their familj-es whose attachment to society was not
lost as it was by rndian soldiers under British rule. The gorgeous
palaces and monuments the rndian rulers buirt, as the ruxuries and
displays in which they indulged, fed and encouraged the manufactur*
ers and artisans of rndia. Nobles and command.ers of the army,
subahdars, Dewans, and Kazis, and a host of inferior officers in
every province and every district, forrowed the exampÌe of the
court; and mosques and tempres, roads, canals and reservoirs, guest
houses on the roadsides and other buildings etc. o attested to thei'
interest in the country's welfare, their wide liberarity to the
people" and even to their vanity as efficient rurers and officers.
ln any case, under wise rur-ers as werr as r-rnder foolish kings, the
proceeds from the peopre in the. form of taxes and tributes frowed
back to them and fructified their trade and industries,, (1goo:
xxvii-xxviii).

7 " Ever since the assumption of ,d.ewani , i. e " , the revenue admini_
stration, by the English East India Company (following the Battle
of Plassey in L757) , peasant revolts became a recurrent phenomenon
in Benqal" The most extensive of these revol_ts were: the Sanyassi
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revolts of L770s, Rangpur-Pabna (districts) revolts of L783,

Wahhabi move¡nent of lB30-31, Faraidi movement of IB3B-48, Santal

Insurrection of IB55-56, Indigo Revolt or Blue Mutiny of l860 and

the Tebhaga movement of Lg46-47.

Sanyassi revolts occurred. in the North-Eastern districts of
Benga1 immediately after the Great Famine of ]-77A. The nature of
the revolts has been described in the following way: "Lawlessness

breeds rawlessness, and the miserable peasantry, stripped of their
hoard for the winter, were forced to become plunderers in tgrn" .

They formed themselves into bands of so-cal1ed houseless de-
votees (Sanyassis), and roved about the country in armies fifty
thousand strong. " on the 3lst March L773, warren Hastings
plainly acknowledges that the commander who hacl succeeded. captain
Thomas 'unhappily underwent the same fate', that four battalions
of the army v¡ere then actively engaged against the banditti LT"""
the peasanL rebel-s or Fakirs and sanyas=i{, but that, in spite of
the militia levies called from the landholders, their combined

operations had been fruitless" The revenue could not be collected

" the whore rural administration was unhinged" (Hunter, L975:
t0-72) 

"

The rndigo Revolts followed the santal rnsurrections of lB55-56
and the sepoy Mutiny of 1857" Before the use of artificial bluing
dyes Bengal weavers used to dye cotton cloths with the extracts of
indigo plants, and the surplus of this indigo used to be collected
by the traders for export" As the expansion of the English textile
industry demanded a rarge suppry of this naturar- dye, Engrish
of f icers, speculators, experienced sl-ave-drivers aII scrambl-ed for
indigo plantations. Taking vast leases of agricultural land they
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compell-ed the peasants to grow indigo instead of food crops"

Consequently, "The indigo trade reached a dizzy height in LB42

!,/hen it constituted 46 per cent of Calcutta's exports by value

and amounted to ÉI8,433,565 in money value in LB44-45" (Palit,

L972'. 97). This vigorous indigo trade, however, brought in its

wake a reign of terror for the peasantry " But the peasantry

responded to it first by organizing local resistance and then by

open revolt in all the twenty indigo districts of Bengal. However,

all the peasant revolts of Bengar, irrespective of their scare,

v/ere mainly spontaneous in character and center:ed around the

economic grievances. But the Tebhaga Movement was different from

them in that it combined economic demands (e.g" two-Lhirds share

of the produce while the tenants provided a-11 inputs) with the

political struggles of anti-col.oníalism and anti-feudalism" Aris-

ing on the eve of the political independence of Intiia the Movement

proceeded under the leadership of the Bengal kishan Sabha and the
Communist Party of India, However, this conscious and organized
movement of the peasantry had uttimately floundered on the issues
of the partition and independence of India" And the involvement
of the political leadership of the movements in those issues as

well as its weaknesses of leadership have been held responsible
for balking the movement (Roy: L972, and Desai: |-9].9).

B. The baniyans and gomastahs constituted a category of compra-

dors in that their interests and wealth were constitutivety linked
to the English merchants' capital and were completely bound poli-
tically and ideotogically to this capital formed locally through
primitive accumulation. Mukherjee described the emerqence of these
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compradors in this way: "Gone were the days of prosperity and

mounting inf ruence of rndian merchants. Henceforth, they v,/ere

allowed to exist onry as petty intermediaries between the

Bngrish and the rndian artisans and peasants, in the form of
baniyans and gomastahs of the former. . subservient to the
needs of the Engì-ish, as against those of the rndians, these

baniyans and giomastahs could prosper only through roguery and

anti-popular activities" (1973a; 312) .
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IÏ DECOLONIZATION OF INDIA AND RECOLONIZATION

OF BANGLADESH FOR THE

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT OF PAKISTAT.I

TRANSFORMATION OF' CLASS STRUGGLE ]NTO COMMUNAL STRUGGLE

The successive peasant revolts of Bengal in the second hal_f

of the eighteenth century \^/ere followed by anti-colonial- movements

in several parts of rndia as wel-r as in Bengal itseff. The more

militant of these movements v/ere organized along religious lines.
!'or example, the Tariqah-i-Muhadiyah movementn known as the
wahhabi movement, constituted an armed holy war (jihad) against
the British" Compared with this the Faraizi movement had a broader
base among the peasants of Bengal and its ". members sought
vengeance against the hated randlords whether they be Hindus,
Moslems or Brítish planters" (Antonova et âr", 1978:67-68) " The

localised actions of the peasants and religious groups had finally
curminated into the great popurar uprising, known as the sepoy
Mutiny, of lB57 which Marx described as the "first Indian war of
independence". rt first started in the Bengar army in early 1857,

the hundredth year of the Battle of plassey (I757) , and then
quickly spread to the other parts of rndia" But in spite of the
fact that by its extent and intensity this uprisinq had virtually
dwarfed all the previous uprisings, it was urtimately quashed by
the organized force of the coroniar state.r However, two very
important consequences followed from it; one was t.he transfer of
power from the East rndia Company to the British Crown itself in
1958, that marked the end of the direct rule of rndia by the
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merchant company and the beginning of the exproitation by the

gritish industrial capital; the other was the adoption of the

policy of "divide et impera" by the coloniar state. The ratter

was effected through driving the religio-ideorogical wedge be-

tween the two major communities of rndia, the Hindu and the

Muslim" While this move greatly hindered the political- develop-

ment of rndia in general, it proved particularry so for that of
Bengal "

Indeed, prior to the advent of colonialism there !./as litt1e
communal discord between the Hindus and Muslims in spite of the
fact that the members of the two communities widely diverged in
their beliefs and practices. sometimes, even the state on its
own undertook to promote the religio-ideological harmony of the
people which was conducive to the latter,s productive pursuits
and prosperity.2 But from the last quarter of the eighteenth
century the colonial state took to deliberate policies of reversing
such achievements of the people" rn accordance with its divisive
policy it revived the religio-ideological orthodoxies in the name

of patronizing the sacred laws and customs of the indigenous com-

munities" As noted by Mukherjee,

. what Warren Hastings ,/õovernor-General of Bengall from

L772 to L7857 and his successors persisted in putting forward
as Inclian laws and custom took the direction of patroni ztng
religious orthodoxy instead of encourageing the liberal ideas
which had gained giround in Indian society in previous period
and which . !úere ushering in a proqressive life in rndia
\^/ith a permanent rapproachment between the Hindus and Moslems

and the eradication of decadent customs and institutions
(1gZ:a: 316).
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Even a permanent rupture was forced upon the cotnmunities through

¡¡¿ Act of Settl-ement of ITBl whereby,

" warren Hastings had made a rule that as regard.s

inheritance, marriage, caste and other religious usages

and institutions the laws of the Koran v¡ere to be admini-
stered for the Mohammedans and the raws of the shastra
for the Hindus (IgZ:a: 317),

rt may be maintained that by patronizing the religious laws and

customs of the Hindus and. Muslims in this way, the coroniar
rulers had socially set these communities apart and thereby mad.e

them amenable to political- manipulation. Indeed, this ideologi_
cal division was contrived to facilitate the colonial exploita-
tion whose material basis v/as laid with the introduction of the
Permanent settlement that created new social classes cutting
across the communal boundaries" The educated 'middl_e class,
which was an off-shoot of the new class structure as werl as an
indispensable means of the colonial rure, arso refrected the
divisive poricy of the coloníal state itserf"3 However, it shourd
al-so be noted that the. determinate attitudes of th-e members of th_e

major communities, v.-z" Hindu and Muslim, towards the coloniar
state vrere arso responsibl-e for instigating the latter to adopt
various divisive policies. For example, the attitude of the Hindu
community toward the coloniar state has been expressly positive
(at leastn for a rong time) whire that of the Musrim has been
expressry negative" As noted by an English civil servant:

under Muhammadan RuIe the Hindus accepted their fate exactly
as they have done und.er our o\¡rn" At present, preferment
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depends upon a knowledge of English, and they learn English.
Formerry, preferment depended upon a knowledge of persian,

and they learned persian (Hunter I96B; 15l).

By thus learning Engrish and accepting the Engrish rure, the

members of the Hindu community rapidly acquired important positions

in the set-up of the col-onial state. The menbers of the Muslim

community, on the other hand, owing to their indignant attitude
toward the Engrish language and the Engrish rure, lagged behind.

Consequently, âs noted by Huntero the "distribution of state pat-
ronage in Bengal" sl<ewed toward the English and the Hindus. Thus,

in 1871, out of the 21ll "grazetted appointments for which English_
men, Muhammadans, and Hindus are alike eligi-ble", the Englishmen

and the Hindus occupied 1338 and 681 appointments respectivery,
while the Muslims occupied only 92 (Hunter 196B: 144) " Commenting

on the lag of the Muslim community, Hunter observed that it fa_iled
to "divest itself of the traditions of its nobler days', and there-
fore "refused a system which gave them no advantages over the
people whom they had so long ruled" " (Hunter l. 969: 152_53)

However' more than the disadvantage of the Muslim nobility
or the relative advantage of the certain sections of bhe Hindus 

o

the discontent of the exploited masses of both the communiti.es
under the colonial rul-e had led to mass uprisings that threatened
the stability of the colonial state itsel-f" obviouslyo the
colonial rulers perceived that if the advanced sections of the
Hindus and Muslims had as well joined their forces in the popular
movements then the dissolution of the colonial rule would not be
far off" And in order to avert that possibirity and thereby pro-
tract the colonial rule, the colonial state undertook to politically
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unite the advanced and dominant sections of these conìmunities"

The formation of the Indian National Congress is said to be the

fLrst outcome of such initiative by the colonial state;

Finally, in 1885, the first conference of the National

Congress was convened in Bombay; it was the first all-

India political organization of the Iandlords and the

bourgeoisie" It was set up with the approval of the

authorities, and Hume l_ ollen Octavian Hurne, ã tetired

English civil servant/, at the request of the Viceroy,

Lord Dufferin (1884-IBBB) , was made its General Secretary

(Antonova et al. , L979: tl.4) "

But afterwards the Congress, instead of being an instrument of

domination and political disorganization of the ruling classo

emerged as a viable political force for promoting the causes of

fndian nationalism as well as of the Indian bor-rrgeoisie. It

voiced strong demands for the protection and development of

national industry, reduction of taxes, creation of capitalist

credit in India, termination of discriminatory tariff policy,

introduction of rpermanent zamindari settlement' throughout the

country, reform of the legal system, etc. (Ibid.) The ruling

class had, no doubt, perceived a distinct bourgeois nationalist

threat from these demands of t.he Indian National Congress " And

to encounter this threat the ruling class now turned to the

'progressive' Muslim leaders of India" These l-eaders (the most

prominent among them was Sir Sayyad Ahmad Khan) tately emerged

as the spokesmen of the backward Muslim community as well as

the champions of the Muslim loyalty to the British power in India"
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Although "Musalmans of rndia are and have been for many

years, a source of chronic danger to the British power in Ind.ia,'
(Hunter, 196B: 3), however, the 'British power, now came to
varue the loyarty of the Musrims, i.e, of the Muslim randfords
and Muslim merchants. rndeed., the educationar and curturar
organizations set up by the promoters of 'Musrim, progress
facilitated the growth of a Muslim middle class comprising the
of f ice ernployees o business class , men of l- iberal prof essi_ons

etc- However, ât its inception the Muslim middle class faced
the dominant and advanced. Hindu middre class as a source of threat
to its continuar progress. This threat was aggravated with the
outbreak of communal violence at the beginning of the twentieth
century" such communal tensions and violence vrere, however, said
to have been deliberately instigated by the coronial state in the
face of organized anti-colonial movement, particularry in Bengal
(Antonova et aI" LgTBz L2B) 

"

rn the backdrop of the changes¿ âs outrined above, the
coroni-af rulers announced the partition of Bengar. Thus in 1905,
Viceroy, Lord Curzon divided Bengal into West Bengal (incorporat_
ing Bihar and Orissa) and East Bengal (incorporating Assam) for
"administrative reasons". But the decision was ress induced by
administrative efficacy, rather it was impelred by politicar exi_
gencies" rndeed., on the eve of the announcement of partition
several "extremist" groups combined their forces to launch an
organized attack on the artar of the coloniar rulers in Bengar.
And apprehending the impending threat, the latter quickry made
the announcement of partition as a counter-attack on the soridity
of the combined anti-coloniar forces " Thus, ', in an atternpt to
forestall a possible outbreak of revolution, the British colonial
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authorities decided to deal a pre-emptive blow at the national

paLriotic forces"" (Antonova I97B: L24) " However, the 'pre-

emptive blow' of the colonial authorities brought in its wake

violent protests from al-l sections of the society and the anti-

colonial sentiment thereby became more intense and widespread.

The latter then culminated into the Swadeshi Movement (I906-B)

i.e", the movement of boycotting everything British. But "as

the movernent gathered momentum it increasingly acquired symbols

associated with Hinduism " and contributed towards the

alienation of Muslims". (Sen, L976; 35) The alienabion of

the Muslims, however, was a windfall gain for the ruling class

as well as for the l¡luslim loyals who welcomed the partition of

Bengal into Hindu and Muslim territories. The Musl-im loyals

thus capitarised the opposition of partition as the opposition

of the opportunities of Musrim progress offered by the British

power" Consequently, they resol_ved to fight for their rights

and opportunities by forming a separate political orqanization.

Accordingly, a convention of the Muslim leaders of India was

carled at Dacca in December 1906 and at this convention, the

All-rndia Muslim League was formed" The principal objectives of

the League were:

(a) To promote, among the Musalmans of India, feelinqs of

loyalty to the British Government and to remove any mis-

conception that may arise as to the intention of the

government with regard to any of the measures; (b) to
protect and advance the political rights and interests

of the Mussalmans of India and to respectfully represent
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their needs and aspirations to the Government. "

(cited in Rajput t94B z L920) .

However, despite the expressed loyalisrn of the League and

its confidence in the British government as regards the protec-

tion and promotion of the interests of the Muslims, the British

government, however, frustrated its loyalty and confidence by

proclaiming the annulment of the partition of Bengal in f9II

(albeit yielding to the pressure of the opponents of partition,

mainly the llindus). The event led to changes in the League's

policy toward the colonial government. Thus in the Lucknow

session of the All-India Muslim League (¡.tarch 1913) a new con-

stitution was adopted which underscored the needs of discarding

the o1d policy of loyalism and, more important, of collaborating

with the Congress for the achievemenL of Swaraj (Self-Rule) 
"

Indeed the Congress had earlier adopted the demand for Swaraj at

the instance of the Swadeshis" The outbreak of the First World

War in I9I4 further contributed to the collaboration of the two

parties regarding the achrievement of Swaraj " And leaders of the

two parties concluded the Lucknow Pact (19f6) and resolved to

launch joint struggle for attaining India's Self-RuIe" However,

the collaboration of the two and their combined struggle against

colonialism suffered a ma-jor set-back in the early L920s when

the countrywide Non-Cooperation Movement suddenly came to an end

following the retreat of its pacifist leader, Mahatma Gandhi,

who abhorred the violence brought by government repressions in

the wake of the Non-Cooperation. The end of this Movement not

only brought about the end of the Hindu-Muslim unity but also

marked the beginning of increased communal conflicts " As noted
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by Antonova:

Tt was in these conditions that the British, with the

help of the communal organizations of these two reli-

gious groups, \¡rere able in the period Lg23-L927 to
provoke a whore series of Hindu-Moslem crashes and mass

killings (p. L72).

Further, the scenario had compì-etely disill-usioned some of the

Muslim leaders (such as M"A. Jinnah) who formerly stood for Hindu-

MusIim unity and for joined struggle against colonialism. However

they were won over by forces of reaction and disunity; communal

patriotism loomed large in their thoughts and actions"
By the 1930s, complete independence, instead of the former

swaraj demand (self-rule within the framework of the British
Empire), surfaced as the principal issue before both the Congress

and the League leaders. However¡ âs independence was approaching,

the Congress pressed for a rapid transfer of power to itself while
the League demanded simultaneous formation of a separate federa-
tion of Musrim states (wit.h the Muslim majority provinces of
rndia). The proponent of the League¡s view, M.A. Jinnah (once

called the "ambassador of Hindu-Mus1im unity"), put forward a ',two-
nation theory" on the basis of which he argued that the Muslims
of fndia constituted a nation vis-a-vis the Hindus" He asserted.
that, "by al-l canons of international law we are a nation. we

know, united rndia can never be free and it is an impossibility""
(citea in Rajput, p. 73) Accordingly, in the Lahore session of
the Muslim League (March 1940) a resolution (known as the paki_

stan Resorution) v/as adopted which provided that,
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" the areas in which the Muslim are numerically in
a majority, âs in the North-western and. Eastern zones

of rndia, shourd be grouped to constitute 'rndependent
states' in which the constituent units sharl be auto-
nomous and sovereign" (citeA in ibid"n p. 79) 

"

rt should be noted that at the De1hi session of the Musrim League
(ApriL 1946), the concept of 'stateso \das replaced by the word.
rstate'so that the original resolution nov/ stood for a single
independent state of Pakistan, albeit with the self-same Muslim
majority zones of India. (See Sen 1976z 204_5)

rt is alleged that most of the prominent League and non-
League Muslim readers of Bengal lacked a crear: vision of the
proposed Pakistan state, or, the position of Bengal therein" As

observed by Sen:

rn the Arl rndia League politics as it ernerged during
L946-47 they /Ehe Bengari Muslim readers/ had to acquiesce
in Jínnah's authority over League poritics and League pori-
ticians but there is no indication that they herd even a

private discussion with Jinnah about this matter or that
they had ever tried to exprain this point to Bengar Muslims
as such (Sen ]-9762 207-8).

However ¿ ofi th-e eve of the decolonization of rndia when it became
inevitable that roughry on the basis of the religious composition
of the population, rndia was going to be partit-ioned into two
independent states (India and pakistan) , some of the prominent
leaders of Bengal came out with an improvised demand for the inde-
Pendent state of eengar " 

4 But owing to the divided opinion of the
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Muslim leaders in Bengal, indifference of the Muslim masses vis-
a-vis the general opposition of the Hindus, and the antagonistic
attitude of the central- leadership of both congress and League,

the issue failed to gain ground.5 Thus the departing coronial
rulers by overlooking the matter simpry redivided Bengar to ap_

portion it to India and pakistan. It was according to the
t'tountbattan Plan, ratif ied by the British parliament in August
L947 as the rndependence of rndia Act, that the two states of
India and Pakistan were created which entailed the division of
Punjab as werl as of Bengal" Thus the Eastern part of Bengal_

(with the Sylhet district of Assam) formed the numericalty major
Eastern Province of pakistan, being separated from the western
part by more than twelve hundred mires of rndian territory. The
creation of the two states was thus the consummation of the
colonial policy of dividing the indigenous peopre arong communar
lines and thereby thwarting their deveropment through cr_ass
struggles 

"

rndeedo owing to the coroniar state,s policy of divide and
rule, not only the Hindus and the Muslims became mutually alien_
ated but, more important, the Muslims (the dominant section)
became altogether arienated from their own society. The l_atter
was manifest in the fact that although the Indian Muslims t^/ere
by and larqe rndians, the dominant section of the l4usrim community
rately became eager to trace their ethno-culturar origin to the
l"liddle and west Asian countries " (see Karim , L9762 ch" vi) f t
is notewortlr-y that the ruÌing crique in pakistan being thoroughry
imbued with this ideology had from the beginning despised the East
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Bengal (nast Pakistan) Musrims for not "having" the simirar

ethno-curtural heritage. This crique had, indeed, found.ed its
semi-colonial domain in East pakistan by doping the masses with
the promises of rslamic justice, freedom from the exproitation
of the Hindu landlords and moneylenders and arr out werfare in
Pakistan. consequentry, in the new state the Bengari Muslims
were subjected to a second term of internal_ coloniar exploita_
tion by the ideologies of Pakistan who, however, freed. themselves
from the agony of competition with the IJindus in business, indus-
try, admínistration and similar activities"
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THE MIL]TARY BUREAUCRATIC STATE OF PAKISTAN

AND UNDERDEVELOPMENT OF BANGLADtrSH

At independence Pakistan was a rnultinational country6 whose

pol-i-tical destiny felr to the discretion of the bureaucracy.
The constituent Assembry comprising the members of the former
(pre-independence) provincial assemblies was, indeed, responsibre
for administering the country during the first decade of inde_
pendence. However, chronic instabirity of the government

throuqhout the period (r947-58) enabled the b'reaucrats to con-
solidate their position and to emerge as the central force in
the country.T rn 1958 the state was taken over by the army under
General- Ayub Khan which marked the beginning of the b¡reaucratic
strong state arbeit through "a partnership between the Army and
the Civil Service." (Syeed I960: 402_3) Although the military
rul-e was further civilianized through the constitution of Lg62,
the ímportant ministries like those of finance, defense, home
affairs and important government divisions like those of economic
af f airs o cabinet, estab.lishment, etc " , \^/ere vested in the bureau_
crats" Likewise, the state policy-making bodies such as the
nationar economic council, the central secretariat, the planning
commission, etc', as werl remained the domains of the burearcrats"
(Ahmed I9B0: 40)

The dominance of the bureaucracy is, however, attributed to
the fact that at independence Pakistan lacked a dominant ruling
class (tike the bourgeoisie) to command. its service, or, a
sovereign parriament (like that of the post-col0niar rndia) to
maintain it as a body of public functionaries" rndeed, compared
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!,/ith India, at independence Pakistan inherited a relatively

orqanízed bureaucratic structure but an extremely backward

economy. This led to the development of an inverted social

formation in Pakistan characterized by the over-dominance of

the state superstructure. Arguing from the Marxian perspec-

tive, Alavi analysed the problematic in the following vtay:

The classical I'{arxist theory conceives of the develop-

ment of the superstructures of the state in keeping with

the development of the infra-structure of the economic

foundations of society, namely the capitalist relations

of production and the ascendant bourgeoisie" But, in

post-coloniaI societies we find the contrary, namely that

the development of the super structure of the state, has

taken place in advance of the development of the indigen-

ous bourgeoisie" The superstructure of the state, in the

post-colonial state is, therefore, relatively overdeveloped

i"e" in relation to the underdeveloped economic infra-

structure and the domestic bourgeoisie" (Malavi Lg7L: 303)

In a later work, Alavi further noted that,

The post*colonial state was established by the foreign

imperialist bourgeoisie and not by an ascendent native

bourgeoisie" The post-colonial society thereby inherited

a state characterized by an overdeveloped bureaucratic-

military oligarchy which previously was an apparatus of the

imperialist bourgeoisieos domination over native classes"

From the inception of the new state this oligarchy has

enjoyed relative autonomy and regulated the operations

of indigenous classes . (AlavL L97 2"" 60-61)
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1¡ pakistan, this bureaucratic-miritary state under:took the

task of deveroping the backward. economic infra-structure of

the society. rndeed, ât independence pakistan got some one-

f.LfLln of the totar population and one-fifth of the total land

area of the individed rndia" But out of the total 14,677 in-
dustrial units of undivided India (1945), only Lt4I4 (i.e. g6

per cent) fell to the share of pakistan" (Bhatia LgTgz28-29)

rn fact, the distribution of religious communities¡ on the
basis of which rndia was partitioned, did not at a1l_ coincide
with the regional distribution of industries which flourished
before the partition. Thus, "if al_most all of the world.'s jute
grew in East Bengal, arl the factories which transformed it
into rope, sacks, and cloth were crustered around calcutta in
west Bengal"" (corlins and Lapierre 19Bt: 109) About other
industries as well, it is found that out of a total of 1583

units with 710,000 workers in Bengal (1945), East Bengar had

only 83 units with 26,ooo workers while the rest w€re in the
west Bengal" (¡'turherjee I973b: 408) purthermore, the industrial
units which fell to the share of Pakistan (in both the eastern
and western rqgion) were far less diversified and smal-Ier in size
than those of rndia; basic industries rike steer and engineering
works hrere total-ly absent " (vakil 19 50 : 247 -250)

I{owevero after independence the government of pakistan resol_-
ved to attain rapid industriar development by giving free play to
private enterprise and individual initiative" Thus the First
Five Year Plan singred out private enterprise as the,,agency for
performing the tasks which it can competently discharge.,o (Govern-
ment of Pakistan 1957 t 4) The second Five year p1an, accord.ingly,
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adopted a tax policy that aimed at facilitating the rapid accumu-

lation of private capital. It stated that,

the tax system should take account of the needs of capital

formation" It witl be necessary to toÌerate some initial-
growth in income inequalities to reach high levels of
savings and investment. (Government of pakistan 1960 z 49)

The 'entrepreneursr to whose advancement the government adopted

such a beneficial policy \,{ere the immigrant (¡luslim) merchants

from rndia. Later, a Punjabi trading minority joined these mer-

chants and together they formed the initial nucleus of the entre-
preneurial class in (west) Pakistan" (Nation L97L:4) For ac-

celerating the primary accumulatj-on of this class the military
and bureaucratic state of Pakistan had, indeed, turned East

Pakistan into an internar colony" The state pursued resolute
policies to enable the West Pakistani entrepreneurs to appropri-
ate the economic surplus of East pakistan, particularly its jute
(a fibre crop used in a wide variety of textite products) in
which she had nearly a world monopoly"

Before partition the jute gro\^¡n in East Bengal wourd go to
the adjacent industries in west Bengal" Even after partition a

rarge quantity of jute would still be smuggled into west Bengal

and would fetch a high profit to the jute growers and the traders"
But by promulgating the Jute Ordinance of l-g49 tlr-e government of
Pakistan gave a free hand to the West Pakistani permit holders
and 'entrepreneurs! to appropriate the profit of t.he jute growers

and traders in East pakistan" (crraxrabarti r97B:BB) Besides
jute, the west Pakistan based centrar government of pakistan
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adopted various other measures to divert the economic surplus
from East Pakistan" And,

this involved three tasks; (1) expropriating the agrarian
surprus to provide initial 'risk' capital for industry;
(2) centralizing the foreign exchange earned by agricur-
ture to pay for the necessary imports; (3) reorienting
rural commodities to become raw materials for domestic
manufactures. (Nations 1971; 6)

These measures had led to the achievement of spectacular indus*
triar development in west pakistan since the l_ate l_950s. As

noted by Lewis:

The principal toor. of economic poricy which affected the
rate of growth of manufacturing industry was the system
of exchange contror and import licensing, which trans-
ferred large amounts of resources from agricurturar sec-
tors and from urban consumers to the nev/ industriarists
who were given access to foreign exchange at prices wel_l

below its opportunity cost to the economy. These indus-
triarists were then abre to selr- in highly protected
markets" (Lewis 1970: 161)

The differential benefit accrued. to the new industriarists via
exchange control is evident from the fact that on average fr:om
r951 to l-964 the agricultural exporter received about rupees
4"25 while the manufacturer received over rupees g.61 for one
dollar of foreign currency. (rbid.: ch. 4) The new industrial-
ists were arso provided with the necessary foreign exchange from
the central reserve to import consumers, as wer_r as producers¡
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goods to meet the current consumption needs and to industriarize
the country (West) " The importers/manufacturers were further
patronized by the government through hording down the prices of
agricultural subsistence goods. Thus compursory food procure-
ments in the country and their sare in the city below market
prices subsidized the city incomes at the expense of the peasant
surplus. when the procurement was poor it was compensated by
pL-480 food commodities from the us" rndeedo ,,these three mecha_
nisms: adverse terms of trade, forced procurement and. pressure
from Nebraskan hand-outs, were orchestrated by the centre to hold
aqricurtural prices to a bare minimum." (uations 197r: B) rn
addition to these services to the entrepreneuriar crass the qov_
ernment also handed over industries established by itserf to the
members of this cr-ass " Thus industries set up by the pakistan
rndustrial Deveropment corporation, which included sugar milrs,
jute textile milrs, fertiLízer and cement factories, and basic
industries tike machine toors, electrical equipment, petro-
chemical complexes etc., v/ere later transferred to private
o\,vners" The latter were further patronized by the state through
tax holidays, depreciation allowances, and multiple concessions"
(Nations 197r;r0) This is how the entrepreneural c]-ass had
develeps6 in Pakistan and its bastion, West pakistan, had
achieved rapid economic deveropment. Howeve::, it was the ,,crass
and coloniaf " po\,,/er of the miritary and bureaucratic state which
ushered in both the developments in one region at the expense of
simil-ar deveropments in the other" As exprained by Nations:
"The East Bengari worker and peasant was thus plundered by a
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double articulated structure of exploitation, built on cl_ass and

irnperial domination" (Lg7L: IB ) .

The military and bureaucratic 'ruling broc' which epitomized
the "double articulated structure of exploitation,, in pakistan
drew its members aÌmost exclusively from the numerically smaller
western part of the country " Thus,

Military rule not onry precruded any possibility of East
Pakistan asserting its demographic strength in parria-
mentary er-ections, but the army's growth arso led to more
brutal exploitation of East pakistan" The overgrown mili:
tary estabrishment consumed as much as 6os of the country,s
revenue budget. Not onry did it consume resources of both
regions, but East pakistan's foreig-n exchange was vitar to
its survival" " since military headquarters were located
in west pakistan and goe" of its ranks and armost r00? of its
top positions were herd by west pakistanis, East pakistan
\^/as denied a share in the rocar expenditure of the mili*
tary and the job opportunities it created. (Ahmed L9722 7)
Like the military" the civil bureaucracy was arso an excru_

sive domai-n of the west pakistanis" up to the mid-r950s, 95 per
cent of the civil servants at the central secretariat were west
Pakistanis (Franda, r97L: 246-247) , but subsequently the propor_
tion of the East pakistanis had increased remarkabry" By r968,
the total number of crass I civir servants was 450 wherein the
proportions of the East and west pakistanis were respectivery,
42 per cent (Nos" r90) and 58 per cent (Nos" 260) (Ahmed, rg8o:
65-66) " However, frorn the perspective of state policies the
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increase in the proportion of East pakistanis in the civil
bureaucracy was onry of peripheral importance in that alr the
poricy-making bodies of the state were dominated by the west

Pakistani civil servants.B By virtue of its exclusive control
over the state the west pakistani military and bureaucratic

'ruling blocr \¡¡as thus able to produce combined and uneven de-
velopment in the country. The patterns of regíonal allocations
of resources and revenue expenditure bear testimony to the power
and policy of this 'ruling bloc'"

At the instance of the military and bureaucratic state 7o

per cent of the foreign aid and 72 per cent of the revenue,
development plan and outside plan outlays, were diverted to west
Pakistan" As to the foreign aid, it is found that between 1950

and 1970 Pakistan recei.ved a total of $6,4 99 ,000,000 und.er various
heads of foreign assistance" Of this only $1,9 4L,000,000, or
about 30 per cent of the total, were assigned to East pakistan
wb-ile the rest fell to the share of rvest pakistan"9 similarly,
almost three-fourths of the total revenue, development-plan and
outside-plan expenditures which, between 1950 and LgTo amounted
to Rupees 158,060,000 ,000, were alrotted to trrjest pakistan " East
Pakistanus shares of revenueo deveropment.-pran, and outside--p1an
outlays were respectivery 23 per cent, 34 per cent and 7 per
ttt't'r0 This differentiar arlocation of resources resulted in
the different rates of development of the two parts of the coun_
try" This is revealed. in the structure of GDp (Gross Domestic
Product) of the two reqions. At independence (rg47) both regions
showed the preponderance of agriculture in their GDp, but in two
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decades (1949-50 to f969-70) West Pakistan reduced the sectoral

share of agriculture from 55 per cent to 39 per cent and increased

that of industry from 9 per cent to 16 per cent. As to the lattero
more remarkable is her achievement in large-sca1e índustries which
grew from 2 per cent to 13 per cent. similarly, the service
sector including banking and insurance among others, expanded from
36 per cent to 45 per cent in west pakistan. compared to the I¡/est

agriculture remained the main sector in the composition of East
pakistanrs cDp 53 per cent in Lg6g-70 as against 65 per cent in
1949-50 " Although the sectoral share of industry marked an in*
crease from 3 per cent to about 9 per cent of the GDp the increase
of large industries was quite negligible" Furthermore, the nebT

industries which \^/ere set up in East pakistan mostry beronged to
the west Pakistani owners " The expansion of the service sector
in East Pakistan from 3r per cent in 1949-50 to about 40 per cent
in L969'70 shourd ar-so be understood as a ramification of the
dominance of the western part on the economy of the country as a

*hol""fl And owing to this d.ominance the western ruring bloc was
able to transfer Rupees 31r120 million,s worth of resources from
the eastern part between 1949-50 and 1968-69" (Government of
Pakistan, L970, voI. 1: B4-86)

However, the state's mediation in the transfer of resources
as wel-l as the patronization of a crass of private entrepreneurs
in the west red to the conspicuous concentration of wealth in the
hands of a small- cruster of families based in west pakistan"
Thus the then chief economist. of Pakistan,s planning commission
revealed that:
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twenty families controlled B0 per cent of pakistan,s

banking, 97 per cent of its insurance and 66 per cent

of a1l the industrial capital. Of the remaining 34

per cent of Industrial capital, more than half was con-

trolled by foreign firms" (Bhatia L9792 L23)

This enormous concentration of weal-th augmented the economic

power of the Pakistani bourgeoisie, but it was not combined with

the parallel political power which remained as the prerogative

of the ruling military and bureaucratic apparatus of the sta-¡e"

As summarized by Nations:

" the bureaucratic state relied on the trading com-

munit.ies as agents of its industriarization progralnme

/-and'7 anð' provided them with the privileges and protection

necessary for accumulation" . Thus however weal..bhy

Pakistani businessmen became, their direct political power

was always t,runcated: for rather than an independent capi-
talist class, government patronage produced a bourgeoisie
tied to the pre-existent structures of the military brass

and bureaucracy. " The comparative ,social, weakness

of the west Pakistani business has persisted; but today it
is compensated by its economic po\^/er within the country
(1971: 5) "

rt is noted that the economic progress of the (west pakistani)

bourgeoisie had occurred without any remarkabl-e impact on the
standard of rife of the working masses of west pakistan. But

nevertheress, it progressivety widened the gap in the material
conditions of life of the people of eastern and western parts
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of the country itself. Thus o for example, "in 1949-50 per

income in West Pakistan was L7 per cent higher than in the

This difference increased to 32 per cent by 1959-60 and to

per cent by L969-70"" (Griffin and Khan L97223)

capita

East "

60

STRUGGLE FOR NATIONAL INDtrPENDENCE

The national question in East Pakistan had, indeed, strrfaced

immediately after the establishment of Pakistan in L947 " It

emerged in response to Çovernor-General M.A" Jinnah's proclama-

tion of Urdu as the only state language of Pakistan in early 1948.

rt impried the el-imination of Bengali ranguage (spoken by 55 per

cent of the people of Pakistan) as well as that of the national

identity of the people of East Pakistan as a whore. However, the

people of East Pakistan defied this move and thereby put Jinnah's

so-called "two-nat.ion theory" for Pakistan, to a severe test in
Pakistan itself. rndeed, the popurar resistance against the

cultural onslaught in East Pakistan finally culminated in what is
called the Language l4ovement of 1952" The context and the impli-
cations of Lhe historic Languaqe Movement have been summarized as

fo llows :

The main struggle of the Language Movement was directed against

the West Pakistan-based comprador capital and bureaucracy"

But, since anti-imperial-ist and anti*feudal resistances were

not combined with this strugqle the democratic base of the
whore movement was rather weak. . rn spite of that the

Language Movement of L952 is of profound historic signifi-

cance" It is through this Movement bhat the trust of the
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people in Pakistan as an Isl-amic state was first shat-

tered" " Indeed, the consciousness and resistance

aroused by the Language Movement were reflected in the

general elect.ion of Lg54.L2 The elimination of the

Mus1im League through this election was, in turn, a his-

torical prelude to the termination of Pakistan's rule

over East Bengal. in 1971" (Omar t9B0: 75)

In an earlier writing, Omar succinctly observed that, "the

struggle of the Bengali Muslims for their language and culture

since J-947 has, indeed, been a struggle for returning to their

homeland"" (1969: 11) But the 'return! was deliberately ob-

structed by the ruling bl-oc of (West) Pakistan which was deter-

mined to rule East Pakistan as an internal colony" This bloc

always veiled its colonial exploitation of East Pakistan with

the mantle of Islam and suppressed the demands of the people

for their democratic rights or economic shares by frequently

describing them to be impaired by 'divisive provincialism',
tanti-Is1amic provocationst, etc" However, these repressions

gradually aroused the anti-colonial and natj-onal consciousness

of the people and finally culminated in the political demand of

full regional autonomy of East Pakistan.

Sheikh Mujibur Rahmano the leader of the Awami League (af,),

Iannched a six-point programme in early L966 precisely outlining

the nature of the autonomy of E.ast Pakist.r,"13 It immediately

won the support of the large section of the masses and 'briggered

a province-wide movement. However, the ruling bloc at the Centre

branded the six-point programme as a separatist design and at

once took to repressive measures" But in proportion as the
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repressions increased, the movement became more widespread and

intensified" The Bengali students having launched their eleven=
point demands hlere virtually acting as the militant vanguards of
the movem..rt"14 Nevertheress, in early 196B a good number of
Bengaris (from cross-section of services and professions) includ-
ing sheik Mujibur Rahman, \,vere arrested on account of their
arleged involvement in a secessionist plot (the agartara conspi-
racy) " But before their trial in the martial-law court was

finished, mass upsurge in both the provinces of pakistan brought
an end to the decade-long dictatorial regime of General Ayub
Khan who, however, abdicated power to General yahya Khan in
March 1969 " The new Generar promised early restoration of d.emo-

cracy and, accordingly, announced that elections would be held
in December 7970. The elections to the National and provincial
Assembries were, indeed, herd on December 7, Lglo" The Awami
League (ar,¡ , red by shiek Mujibur Rahman, won almost a totar
victory in thes,e elections (first ever herd in pakistan on the
basis of universal adult franchise) " It captured 167 seats out
of a total 313 at the National Assembly, and 2gB seats out of a

total 310 at the East Pakistan Provincial- Assembry. (Government
of rndia 1971, vor" r: 130) Thus the AL won 53"4 and 96.r per
cent of seat-s respectively at the National and provinciaf (East
Pakistan) Assemblies, The pakistan peopleos party (ppp) based
in west Pakistan and red by z"A" Bhutto, however, emerged as the
major opposition party at the National Assembry by capturing BB

seats (29"L per cent) 
"

But soon after the electionso debates and dubieties clouded
the summoning of the National Assembly into session and the
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transfer of power to the víctorious AL. on the one hand n z"A.

Bhutto complicated the process by demanding the unification of
the five units of west pakistan into one province and thereby
claiming to be appoi-nted as its prime minister" It is observed
that Bhutto'ls claim was instigated by the fact that ,'. he

was sitting over two powerfur provinces, punjab and sind, one

being the main recruiting ground for the army and the other
having concentration of wearth"" (Gupta rg74z 230) on the other
hand, the military -regime delayed the transfer of power to the AL

as the latter declined to comply with the provisions of the pre_
election Legal Framework order (r,ro¡ .15 Ho\á/ever, a series of
dialogues v¿ere held in Dhaka between sheikh Mujib, z.A. Bhutto
and General yahya Khan to evorve a unanimous formura for the
transfer of power" But neither did Mujib make any concessions
on the six-point programme which constituted his election mani-
festo and nown a public mand.ate, nor did the other parties accept
his mandate unamended- I^Ihile negotiations were still- going on,
violent confrontations between the students and workers and the
armed forces became a regular phenomenon" west pakistani troops
were being increasingly flown in and deployed all over East pakistan"
The military preparations as well- as actions were indicative of
provoking the AL for "a unilateral decraration of independence,,
of East Pakistan, which would enable General yahya to qo for total-
military action and avoid the transfer of power to any civirian
government' rndeed, there was intense pressure on the AL leader-
ship for such a decraration of independence" (Jahan, r9B0 z 47)
The Dacca university students \^/ere foremost in pressing for inde_
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pendence and the flag of Bangladesh, designed by the students
Action committee (sAC) , had fruttered on nearry every house-top
in East Pakistan by the third week of March rg7r" rn the back_
ground of this development, the Mujib-yahya talks suddenly
ceased, while yahya Khan abruptly reft Dhaka on the night of
March 25- Hê, however, reft ord.ers with the junta of generals
in Dhaka to raunch operation Genocide the same night" rndeed,
"Yahya was using the talks as a cover for reinforcements to his
troops as much as for an opportunity to alienate Mujib from po_
tential. support in the west.,' Government of rndia LgTLz 277_7g)

on the eve of the miritary crackd.own sheikh Muj ib was
arrested and frown to west Pakistan whire most of his colleagues
had gone unde::ground. Howeveru immediately after the crackdown,
Bengali members of the armed forces revotted in severar places
of the country" on March 27 o in a radio broadcast from chittagong
a Bengalj. officer, Major Ziaur Rahman (later Major General and
President of Bangradesh) , proclaimed the independence of Bangra_
desh on behalf of Sheikh Àlujibur Rahman" (Bhuiyan ]rg72z 29)
Thus what was demanded by the octogenarian peasant leader, Mowlana
Bhashanio before the December electionl6 was now, ,," forced
upon the peopre of East Pakistan by the savage and atrocious
action of the West pakistani army government.,,, (Government of
rndia 1971:15) The AL leaders who escaped arrest formed an under-
ground cabinet of independent Bangladesh with Tajuddin Ahmed as
the prime minister. rt took the oath of office in earry April and
Þroclaimed the independence of Bangladesh, effective from March 26,
l-971" The cabinet then moved into rndia where it was received by
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L]ne lndian authority, the exiled government organized the Mukti

Bahini (freedom fighters) to liberate Bangladesh from the occu-

pation of the Pakistani forces" The defectors from the pakistani

forces constituted the regular force of the Mukti Bahini while
the students and youths who fled to India with millions of others,
constituted its guerrilla contingents. The guerrilla force num-

bered about 250,000 and were selected from the AL followì_ngs"

They were trained in the rndian forces' camps before being sent
to operate inside Bangladesh. Indeed,

The rndian government's decisi_on to herp the Bangladesh

liberation struggle was conditional on its being led by

the Awa-mi League, whose generar ideologicar. position was

simila.r to that of rndi.a's ruling congress party"
(Maniruzzaman I9B0: 112)

rn order to ensure the loyalty of the guerrillas to Sheikh Muj ib
and the AL and to supervise their activities, a speciar force
called the Mujib Bahini, \,{as also formed" Thuso

" college and university students belonging exclusi-
vely to the studentst League ,ZãtuAents' front of the AL/
were recruited to the Mujib Bahini from youth reception
camps throughout r97r, until total strength was reported
to have reached 7r000-8,000 in November" (Maniruzzaman

1980: 115)

rt is thus evident that the whole leadership of the liberation
struggle v/as concentrated in Lhe AL and _its forces " The AL's
el-ection victory as well as its paralrel ideological position
with ruring congress party of Tndia had accorded the due legiti_
macy to the AL leader=hip. 17
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It should be noted that besides. the partisan forces (i.e",

forces recruited from the followings of parties and factions)

the liberation struggle also gave birth to non-partisan guer-

rilla fot""=.18 These forces greatly eroded the aggressive

spirit of the Pakistani army and its local collaborators within

a relatively short period of time. Indeed, by October Lg7L,

the querrillas v/ere'swimming like fish in the sea of their

people' in the towns as weII as in the villages" And although

these guerrillas were becoming increasingly radicalized by their

exi.stence and actions, the absence of a unified central command

with radical ideology as well as the presence of the AL and the

Indian forces behind the border greatly retarded t.heir prospect

of ultimately emergring as an independent force" Indeed, the

prospect was altogether doomed by the out-break of the full-

scale war between India and Pakistan on December 3, L97L"

Given the geo-physical as well as the political situations, in

this v¡ar, a humiliating defeat of Pakistan was just. inevitable"

And it befell her in only eleven days: on December 16,1971

the Conrnander, Eastern Command of Pakistan, General Niazi,

signed the instrument of surrender in Dhaka and presented it to

General Aurrora, "CÐC in Chief of the Indian and Bangladesh

Forces in the Eastern Theatre'u " (Government of India, N"D"

vol. lI; 549) The surrender of the Pakistani army marked the end

of the Indo-Pak war as well as the birth of Bangladesh as an

independent state"

The birth of Bangladesh was, indeed, hastened through the

midwifery or intervention of India. Such intervenLion had a
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democratic or humanitarian as well as a politicar climension.

The former impelled India to open its borders to the Bangladeshi

refugees who fled for their lives after the March (197f) massacre

perpetrated by the Pakistani army. About one million refugees

ultimately took shelter in India, which according to the Indian

prime minister, Indira Gandhi, posed "" a real threat to

rndian democracy and rndian stability". (Murtick Lg72: 55) con-

sequently, ". the rndian government had no alternative but

to see that Bangladesh was liberated"" (Maniruzzaman 19B0: L24)

Politically, the Indian intervention became necessary for thwart-
ing the increased domination of the struggle inside Bangladesh by

the guerrilla units:

" there v/ere predictions both in the Indian and

western press that if Éhe rat continued for long, the

leadership of the tiberation struggre wourd pass from

the centrist Awami League to more radicar groups in
Bangladesh. (tvlaniruzzman I9g0: 152)

rndia's ruling congress party could hardly afford to see a pro-
tracted li.beration vrar on its sensitive eastern border, let alone
a revolutionary government in power there" rt th.erefore inter-
vened in due time to consummate what has been described as "inter-
national. counter-revol-ution" , Thus it is noted that,

fndia's intervention in f971 in the former East Pakistan

essentially interrupted a revolutionary process which

threatened to turn the struggle for Bangladesh's inde-
pendence into a true peopre's vüar. (l4onthì-y Review L9l5z

21)
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The interruption of the "revolutionary process" which rndia had

"carried out in the classic fashion of a pre-emptive counter-
revolut j-on" \nras, however , induced by specif ic economic strategic,
political and similar advantages to herself. I9
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NOTES

1" The immediate cause that triggered the uprising was the com-

pulsory biting of beef fat and lard smeared cartridges for the
Enf ield rifl-es. Both Hindu and l4uslim sepoys considered beef f at
and lard as strictly forbridden" When they were subjected to puni_
shments for disobeying the sacriregious order of the British
off icers to use the cat:tridges they rose in armed revolt" Althoug.h

the revolt spread from Bengal to all the major garrisons in India,
ulti-mately it succumbed to its own weaknesses. Heterogeneity of
the soldiers, spontenaiety of the uprising lacking a unified com-

mand, indifference of the nascent bourgeoisie about the causes of
the sepoys' constituted some of these weaknesses. More important:
"Although the main fighting force had consisted of peasants and

ar:tisans, it had been led by the feudal nobility. These leaders
however had shown themsel-ves'to be i-ncapabÌe of leading the na-
tional liberation struggle" . when the British government made

concessions to the feudal lords, the lat-ter dissociated themselves
from the uprising" Finally the insurgents did not come for-
ward with clear goals" They had called for a return to the inde_
pendent rndia of the Mughar empire, althoug,h in the middle of the
nineteenth century a return to feudal society was quite unreal ",,
(Autonova et al" 197B:76)

2" It is noteworthy that the Mughal rulers from Akbar to Shah

Jahan (1556-1658) had endeavoured. "e-ither to do away with the
diversity of retigion and gather atl the suhjects round one faith
or assume a liberal attitude to different faiths". Such endeavours,
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indeedr were preceded by the changing socio-economic and spiritual

values (e"9", the Bhakti l{ovement) of the artisans and trading

castes and communities which v/ere looked upon favourably by the

ruling cl-ass. rn this respect Mukherjee noted that, "" one

essential social demand could have been to create conditions for

further promotion of industry and trade by bringing the artisans

and traders belonging to different r:eligions und.er one system or

under equal control irrespective of their diversity of faithn so

that there could be no hindrance put before their productive and

commercial pursuits" . And it is of interest to note here

that this was a demand which had the possibility of receiving

active support from the Mughal rulers, from Akbar to Shah Jahan.

For, as facts bear out, trade was a profession in which the Mughal

Government, some of its officers, and even the Great Mughals them*

selves \^/ere no less interested than the merchants in the empire" "

(lgz:a: 203) However" during the rei.gn of Emperor: Aurangzeb

(1658-LlAl) , the tradition of religious liberalism was broken.

rndeed, ". he reversed the poLicy raid down by Akbar and for
fifty years toiled unceasingly to impose upon arl, Hindu and

l{osrem arike, conformity to the religious principles of rsram, âs

interpreted by himself and the Moslem sect of the Sunnis to which

he belonged" (Mukherjee 1973a: 243) At the time of Aurangzeb's

death in L107, the Mughat power \,üas already in decay and subse-

quent tfecades witnessed the rapid disintegration of the Mughal

state and its system until the Engtish East India Company seized
po\^/er in L75l in Benqal_

3" The introduction of Englis.h as the language of all pubrric

business and as the medium of education greatly facilitated the
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emergence of this subservient middle cIass" Indeed, the first

Governor-General of India, Lord Will-iam Bentinck, wrote to the

Committee of Public Instruction that: ". it is the wish and

admitted policy of the British Government to render its own lan-

guage graduaì-ly and eventually the language of public business

throughout the country" . . o" And the Chairman of the Education

committee, Lord Macaulay himself, argued in his Minute of tB35

that: "we must at present do our best to form a class who may be

interpreters between us and the mirlions whom \,ve govern, a crass

of persons rndi.an in bl-ood and corour but English in testes, in

opinions, morals and intellect"" (Quoted by Bottomore L9642

241 - 4Bn)

4" Sarat Bose (leader of Congress Bose Group) and Abul Hashim

(Secretary, Muslim League) initiated the move for an independent.

Bengal in early l-947 " However, in the backdrop of severe com-

munal ri-ots of L946 it was hard to convince the Hindu leaders

that an undivided and independent state of Bengal would guarantee

peace and progress for all. on the other handr many League lead-
ers opposed both the idea of partition and the move for: an inde-
pendent Bengal; they wanted Bengal to form an autonomous unit of
the state of Pakistan" (rt may be noted that in 1941, the Bengar

population was composed of 54 "7 per cent Muslims , 29.3 per cent
Hindus, and 16 per cent of other denominations.) However, the

proponents of the independent state of Bengal had evolved a draft
plan in May 1947 and it was approved by H.s" suhrawardy, trazlur

Rahman, Mohammad Ali, Abul I{ashim, sarat Bose, Kiran Shankar Roy,

satya Ranjan Bakshj-. (sen, r976t ch" vrr) The concrete proposars
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of the plan were as follows: "1" Bengal would be a Socialist,

Independent, Sovereign state" " 2" Members of the Bengal

Legislature would be elected on the basis of adult franchise and

joint electorate" 3. A new Council of MinisLers would take

" place as soon as the British Gover:nment would accept the

plan of sovereign Benqal. In the new Council of Mini.sters, bar-

ring the post of the Prime l{inister, Mustims and Hindus (includ-

ing the Scheduled Castes) would have an equal number of members.

The Prime Minister would be a lr4uslirn but the Ilome Minister would

be a Hindu" 4" Muslims and Hindus (including the scheduled

Castes) would have equal representation in the services under

provisional Government" "'n (chakrabarti LgTBz 25-26)

5" sen enumerated the reasons as to why "the ill-fated move

could not develop into a well*organized movement" as follows:
"first, total opposition by the Congress leaders, second, riots
and thirdo the gap between the decl.ared objecti.ves and profession
of the League l- eader s and their supporter s . " (Ig7 6 ". 243)

6" The mult.inational nature of Pakistan is evident from the
following Table showing the ringuistic distribution of the popu-

l-ation ( 19 51) :

Palcistan

East Pakistan

West Pakistan

*It is noted
people \¡/ere

Source: Government
4-8.

JJ " /

in the census repor
amal.gamated into a

of Pakistan 1951

Language spoken
(per cent)

Punjabi Urdu* Others

28"4 1"2 9"8

- r.1. 1"3

63"7 L4"7 2l_"6

t that Urdu and Hindi speaking
common linguistic group.

Vol " 1: Table I and statement

Population
(millions)

75"8

Bengal i

54"6

98.042 "L
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7 " The political instability of Pakistan after independence

can be grasped from the changes of seven prime ministers between

L947 and l95B: Liaquat Ali Khan: August L947 - October I95I;

Khwaja Nazimuddin: October 195I - April 1953; Mohammad AIi:

April 1953 - August 1955; Choudhury Mohammad AIi: August 1955

September I956; H.S. Surawardy: September 1956 - October J-957¡

L"L" Chaundrigar: October 1957 - December L957; and Malik Fetoz

Khan Noon: December L957 October 1958"

B" 'lhe dominance of the state policies by the West Pakistani

bur:eaucrats was rnaintained through their numerical. preponderance

in the important Divisj-ons of the central government" The dis*

t.ribution of East and West- Pakistani. bureaucrats i.n those Divi-

sions is shown in the following Table:

D ivis ions

A

B

L

Economic Àffairs,
Commerce, Establish-
ment and Planníng

Finance, Industries,
fnformation and Broad-
casting, Labour and
Social Welfare

Agriculture and
Cabinet

East- Pakistanis
Number per cent

6B 32 "2

2B t'7 )

West Pakistanrs
Number per cent

t37 oo " Õ

75 72"8

47 87 " 07 13. 0

D" Defense 4 10"0 35 90"0

Source: Ahmed -l-980: 67 (adapted f rom Table 2 "5) "

9 " The distribution of foreign aid in the tw.o regions is shown

in the following Table:
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Foreign Economic Assistance
(in millions of U

in Pakistan,1950-70
S " dollars)

m.,- ^ryye

Project Loan

¡6¡-Project Loan

Pl,-480 Food

Guaranteed Loan

Project Grants and
Technical Assistance

Total

P er: cent of Total

Region

)q q

*Centre allocations impty
for Centre was locat-ed in

L9 4L

Revenue Devel.opment
Expenditure Plan

Expenditure

allocations for West Pakistan
West Pakistan"

Ot-tt side Plan
Development
Expenditur e

Eas t
Pakistan

4L7

408

445

352

56

West
Paki s tan

608

673

79I

623

140

4L66

64 "r

Centre*

108

53

5

1l

200

392

6"0

Total-

ll33

1134

L247.

9 B6

39 6

6 499

100 " 0

Source: Government of Pakistan L970, vol" I: 2j9"

10 " The patterns of expenditures in the two regions are shown

in the following Table:

Revenue and Developmenf_ Expenditur:es in pakistan,
1950*L970 (TotaI expenditures, in millions rupees)

East
Pak i s tan

lVes t
Pakistan

Total

15,070
(22 "7)

51,250
(71 " 3)

66,320

29,5L0
(34"s)

5,7L0
ß2 "1)

6,160

percentage "

vo1" l: 25"

Total

1I3, 0 30
(7r"s)

158,050

450
(7"3)

45,030
(28"5)

56,010
(65" s)

B5,580

Note: Figur: es in parenthesis indicate

Source: Government of Pakistan L970,
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The changes in the structure

two decades are shown in the

of GDP of the two regions

following table:

Structure of Gross Domesti-c

V'iest Pakistan, 1949-50 and

Product of East and

1969-7 0 (Percentage)

Sector

Agr icul -
tur e

Manuf ac-
tur ing

a) Large-
scale

b) SmaIl-
s cal-e

tras t
Paki stan

l9 49-50

Wes t
Pakis tan

Eas t
Pakistan Pakistan

L969-70

West
Pakistan Pakistan

65 "4

3" 0

)L

31" 6

100"0

54 "6

aa

2.2

6 "4

36 .6

100 " 0

60"0

5"8

L"4

4"4

53. 3

7.8

3.6

4"2

38 " 9

100.0

39 " 3

15"6

t3 " 4

45"1

100"0

46"3

11.7

8"56

11

Services 1A .\ 42 "0

Total 100"0 100"0

Source: AIamgi-r and Barlage L974, No. 1: I70-71

L2" After the independence of Pakistan in L947, the first election

of the East Bengal Provincial Assembly was held in 1954" In this
election the United Front (of the Krishak Sramik Party led by A"K.

Fazlul Huq, and the Awami Muslim League led by Maulana Bhashani)

compretely routed bhe ruling Muslim League" The Front won 2LB

seats in a House of 310" The position of others were: t4uslim

teague 9; and Khilafat-e-R.abbani Party l" However, when the

Front formed the (provincial) government with A"K" Fazrul Huq as

its Prime l4inister, it f aced a very hostile central- government
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seemingly determined to wreck it abinitio" Indeed, Huq's ministry

was formed on Apr:il 3, 1954 and in two weeks it was dissolved by

the central government on the pretexts of possible rcommunist

take-over' and/or: 'secessionist plot' in East Bengal. To combat

these arleged threats to the 'nationar integrity' of pakistan,

the Centre imposed governor's rule in East pakistan. And the
appointment of General rskander Mirza as the governor of East

Bengal, it may be noted / was immediatery folrowed by a l,{utual

security Pact between pakistan and the united states, signed on

May 19, I954" (Gupta L974: 52-58)

13" The six-point programme was issued by Sheikh Mujibur Rahman

as President of the Awami League on March 23, Lg66" Briefly, the
points were: "1" Estal¡lishment of a constitution that will pro-
vide for a Federation of pakistan o.n. the basis of the Lahore
Resolution, and â Parliamentary form of Government with supremacy

of Legislature directly elected on the basis of Universal adult
franchise " 2 " Feder al- Governrnent shall deal- with only two sub*
jectso viz: Defence and Foreign Affairs, and all other residuar:y
subjects shall vest in the Federating states" 3. There shall be

eíther two separate but freely convertibte currencies for the two

wings, or one currency for the whole country providecl that effec-
tive constitutional provisions were made to stop the flight of
capital from East to west Pakistan" There shall be separate bank-
ing reserves and a separate fiscal and monetary poricy for East
Pakistan " 4 " The po\,ver of taxation and revenue collection shatl
vest in the federating units and the Federal Centre will have no

such power" The Federation will have a share in the state taxes
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for meeting their required expenditure" The Consolidated Federal

Fund shall come out- of a levy of certain percentage of alf state

taxes. 5 " As to foreign trade: a) there shall be two separate

accounts for foreign exchange earnings of the two wings, b) earn-

ings of East Pakistan shall be under the control of East Pakistan

and the same for West Pakistan, c) foreign exchange requirement

of the Federal Government shall be met by the two wings either

equally or in a ratio to be fixed, d) indigenous products shall

move fr:ee of duty between two wi.ngs, e) the constitution sharl

empower the unit Governments to establish trade and commercial

relations witho set up trade missions in and enter into agree-

ments wibh forej"gn countries" 6" Setting up of a militia or a

para*military force for East Pakistan." (Gover:nment of rndia

L97I, vo1" I: 24-30)

14 " The student parties in East Pakistan had formed. a united

platform called the Students Action Comrnj.ttee (SAC) and jointly

launched an eleven-point progr:amme which broadly included the

six-point programme of the AL as well as some other demands"

The SAC in its eleven-point prograinme had, indeed, adopted the

basic programmes of nearly alr the major potitical parti,es and

groups in East Pakistan and thereby it succeeded in broadly

uniting the diversed politica1 forces and the followings in a

common struggle for the regional autonomy of the province as

well as the end of the militar:y-bureaucrati.c rule "

15 " The December elections v¿ere, indeed., held under the provi,-

sions of the LFO (the President's Order No" 2 of f970) " The

Crder actually precluded the possibility of framing any new
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constitution on the basis of the AL's six-point programme.

(Government of India I97L, vol" 1; 49-65) ft may be noted here

that the major left*oríented parties in trast pakistan had boy-

cotted the December election in protest of the LFO which imposed

so many restrictions on the election and the sover:eignty of the
future parriament" However, the AL, presumabry being confident
of its victory, and of popular resistance against official foul.

play with the transfer of power, went to the polls accepting the
LFO "

16. Moulana Abdul- Flamid Khan Bhashani is the widely -recognized

leader of the peasant masses of Bengal " However, he has also
been the central f -igure among the democratic and nationalist
leaders of the country for long" rn j.gs7, Bhashani forced a split
in the then Awami League on the issue of Pakistanrs foreign align*
ments, particularly its entry i-nto the US*sponsored. military pacts"
rn the same year he founcled the National Awami party (Nnp) with
the left-oriented forces of the Awami League. Since the Communist

Party (Communist Party of East Pakistan) and its activities \dere

banned in earl-y 1950s, the Party itself and its front organizations
(e"g", East Pakistan Mazdoor: Fed.eration, East pakistan peasant

Association, etc.) o conducted their mass works from within Bhashanrs

NAP" However, the sino-Soviet split in the international Communist

I{ovement (1963) led to a sptit in the NAp itself (1965) on which
Bhashani emerged as the leacler of the pro-china faction (calred
NAP-Bhashani) and l{uzaffa:: Ahmed emerged as that of the pro-Soviet
faction (called IJAP-Muzaffar) of the NAP" The former was ]arge but
subsequently became divided into f actions whire the latter \,^/as

smalr but remairred unif ied " Ilowever: , af t-er the cyclone of
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November L2, 1970 which hit the coastal belts of East Pakistan,

"leaving approximately half a million people dead and another

three million marooned", Bhashani severely charged the West

Pakistani ruling bloc for neglecting to take due steps before

(sj-nce the forecast was there) or after the catastrophe. Thus

after visiting the cyclone-hit areas he addressed a mammoth

public meeting in chittagong where he categorically denounced

Pakistan and call-ed for the establishment of 'azad pur:ba Bangla'

(independent East Bengal). on December 4, he addressed a similar

pubJ-ic meeting j-n Dhaka and reiterat.ed the same demand." (rne

Pakistan Observer, Dacca, December' 6, f970)

I7 " Indeed, the nature of the Communist l.{ovement (i"e" , the

actions of various leftist parties) itsetf and its position on

the national question in East Pakistan considerably facilita¡ed

the rise of the AL to a position of absolute dominance" com-

pared with the AL led by sheikh Mujib, the communist Movement

has been progressinq through successive splits ando more important,

it almost- entirely floundered on the national question which was

singularly forged ahead by the AL (albeit in terms of regional

autonomy) However, when the struggle for national independence

\^/as 'forced upon the people' and the AL assumed its leadership,

the Communist Movement generally accepted that leadership fait

accompl i . The pro-Soviet parties like the East Pakistan Com-

munist Party and the NAP-Muzaffar tagged themselves with the AL

and entirely moved into rndia" The leader of the pro-china NAp,

Moulana Bhashani who de¡randed independence before the December

election, also moved into India and appealed to the world lead.ers
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to help the liberation struggle and recognize Bangladesh" The

leaders of other pro-China parties, vrz., Coordination Committee

of East Bengal Communist Revolutionaries, East-Bengal Communist

Pari-y (Daben-gashar group), NAP-Bhashani, Bangladesher Communist

Party,, East Pakistan Communist Party (¡.narxist*Leninist, Amal-

Nazrul group) etc., as well moved into rndia and. extended their

alregiance to the exiled AL government" But these parties al-so

had formed tLr-eir Coordination Committee of Bangladesh Liberation

Struggle whose guerrilla units independently (f rom Mukti/tuuj ib
Bahini) fought against the pakistani army inside Bangladesh.

Howevero two other mili-tant pro-china parties, communist party

of East Pakistan (l¿atin-elauddin-Huq-Toaha group) and East Bengal

lvorkers Movement (later, Purba Banglar sor:bohara party) waged a

combined national and class war inside Banqladesh. These groups

totally denounced the AL qovernment in exile and its leadership
nnder the rndo-soviet hegemony (Ahmed t9B0: 133*34; Rono, L9B2z

r49-50 ) "

tB" one of such non-partisan forces w¿ìs the Kader Bahini organized
in the Tangail d-istrict by Kader siddiqui. rt emerged. as the
larqest and. most formidable guerrilla unit during the liberation
struggle" f t was "an orgianized force of some 1.7 r000 young men.

rn addition, the auxiliary volunteer force of the Kader Bahini
numbered over 72,500, consisting mostly of rural school students"
The majority of the 95 company commanders of the Kader Bahini were

collegre students in the aqe*group 2A-24 "' (¡¿ani r\tzzaman 19 B0: ll7)
Kader síddiqui equipped his unit wholly by sei.zing the arms of the
regular Pakistani forces" Thus, by attacking an arms-loaded ship
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members of his Bahini managed to capture Chinese arms

valued at Rs. 2I crores /rupees 2L0 mill í"t. Arms and ammuni-

tions captured had to be taken a$/ay in 103 boats." (Gupta 1974:

377)

19. Ahmad noted that: "Economically, India uses Bangladesh as

much as Pakistan used to: for ch.eap raw materials, mainly jute,

and as a protected market for manufactured goods. In addition,

Bangladesh can also absorb part of the surplus production of

India's expanding capital goods industry and provide valuable
jobs for unemployed Indian technocrats. Strategically, Bangla-

desh serves as a buffer between India itself and the spreading

Southeast Asian revolution. A dependent Banglad.esh also

strengthens Indian control over the Bay of Bengal and the trade

routes of the eastern Indian Ocean. . Po1itica1ly, a reliable

Bangladesh offers numerous advantages, not the least being the

enci-rclement of the Bengali Communist movement as a whole.

The choíce for India was either to allow the growth of a revolu-

tionary movement in a very populous region on its immediate bor-

dersr or to install a protectorate in Bangladesh under the inter-

naI hegemony of a comprador petty bourgeoisie." (1975:37).

tt
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I]I CLASS CHARACTER OF THE BANGLADESH

STATE AT INDtrPENDENCE

PETTY BOURGEOIS PARTY IN POWER

rn the light of bhe analysis in the foregoing chapter it
may be maintai.ned that the emergence of Bangladesh as a national-
state was not the outcome of movement for "national self-
determination" as \^ias the case with the early European national
states which emerged in the wake of the capitalist transformation
of the european society"l Bangladesh, was an outcome of the
movements for: "freed.om from national oppression',r2 which provoked

the most "wrathf ul , fana'tical rebellion" of nearly al.l cl.asses

and strata of the society" Although the Bengalís had to sustain
the longest coloniar domination in British rndi-a, in the sub*

colonial set-up of Pakistan tliis donrination v,/as metamorphosed into
total national- oppression in that it encompassed the suppression
of languageo culture and "intelrectual life in general" as well
as the politicat and economic <lomination. The question of freedom

from this domination and national oppression had emerged quite
earry and became more pressinq with the magnitude of oppression.
The AL by resolutely steering the question along the rine of
regional autonomy, finally won the decisive victory in the elec*
tion of Decembe:: r970 and. became the rulingt party in Bangladesh

at its independence (atbei L: telescoped thr:ough the Indian inter:_
vention) in 1971"
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The AL government, ted by Sheikh Mujib, promptly framed

the constitution of the country, adopting the "high ideals of

nationalism, socialism, democracy and secularism" as the funda-

mental principles of the state policy. (Government of Bangladesh

I972a: 10) rt pledged that: "rt shall be the fundamental aim of

the State to real-ize through the democratic process a socialist

society, free from exploitation" . ." (Ibid") The constitution

at once provided for the citizens' "right to acquire, hold, trans-

fer oT: otherwise dispose of property" and, "for the acquisition,

nationalization or requisition with or without compensation" of

such property" (Ibid" 22) In this wäY, the AL constitutionally

cloaked itself in petty bourgeois socialism" Indeed, the AL

structurally enclasped ". an amorphous petty bour:geoisie of

traders, functionaries, professionals, intellectuals ancl rural

notables, who float uneasily above the swelling' peasant sea below

them. " (ruations l91l-z 6) Thus its social root lay both in the

"traditional- petty bourqeoisi.e" and the "new petty bourgeoisie".3

Never:theJ..ess, the AL has often been characterí.zed as a party of

the bourgeoisie" Thus it is argued that,

rt always had powerful el"ements of a bor:rgieoisie whose

independent development had been woefully obstructed; it

has increasinqly incorporated within itself elements from

all sections of the Bangladesh ruling class" . By

the middle 1960s, the party had solid connections with

the Indian bourgeoisie and international reaction: the

United States, which sponsored the military regime in

Pakistan, always considered the Awami League as its
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"second option". By rg72, when Mujihr formarly took

over the government of Bangladesh, the Awami Leaque was

truly the party of the Banglaclesh ruling crass as a whole,
with the kulaks, the traders, the bureaucratsn the armed

units, the technocrats, the opportunists sotidly behind

it, and rivisionist communists alried with it. (Ahmad,

19l5:4L*42)

The attribution of bourgeois class character to the AL is
entirely unfounded in that an indigenous independent bourgeoisie,
in the then East pakistan, was non-existent" Nei.ther the com-

ponents of the so-called "Bangladesh ru-ling class as a whole'u

were bourgeoise, they \^/ere only the components of the ,new petty
bourgeoisie' and not alr of them were "solidly behind" the AL

itself" rndeed, it was the non-Bengalis from the clominant West

Pakistan who constituted the "bourgeoisie" of the then East
Pakistan and, it should be noted, that by challenging the exploi-
tations of this bourgeoisie hhe At red by sheikh Mujib had gradu-
ally established its pol.itical influence which proved so decisive
on the eve of the independence of Bangladesh " on the eve of in*
dependence non-Bengali business houses control-1ed 47 per cent of
the total fixed assets and 72 per cent of the totar private in-
dustrial assets (exctuding the public sector) in East pakistan"
Among the largest importing firms, Bengali Muslims accounted for
only 7 per cent while the rest lay with the non-Bengaris" The

latter were similarly dominant in banking, insurance, inl.and
water transport, foreign trade and constructions. (sobhan and

Ahmad I9B0z 57)
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However, dur:ing the reign of General Ayub Khan a crass of
rural rich was brought into being through the Basic Democracies

system and the Public tr{orks progrr**"=4" The surplus farmers

who occupied elected posit-ions as Basic Democrats were generously

supplied with and given control over the t'Jorks Programme funds
and the agricultural inputs" By "util.izing'r these resources¡ the
former enrichec themserves enor:mously and propped up the Ayui5

regime in rural East pakistan. (Sobhan 1968: Ch. 6) At this
time, the state financi.ng agencies also came forward. to patronize
the growth of a Bengali entrepreneurial class in the urban areas.
Thus the Industrial Development Sank of Pakistan (rDBp) and the
Pakistan Industrial Credit and rnvestment Corporabion (PICIC)

f inancecl th.e establishment- of 27 2 inclustrial units while the
lìlast Pakistan Small rndust-rj-es Corporation (EpSIC) financed that
of another: 1008 manufacturing enterprises under Rengali owner-
ship " The median f igur e of state loan qranted to all these
establishments (except in jute and textiles) averaged belov¡

rupees 150/000 which implies that the bulk of the nascent indus-
trial bourgeoisie were still in the category of small to meclium

entrepreneurs" (sobhan ancl Ahmad 19g0: 64-65) Holvever¡ at in=
depenCence there were about Bl Rengali 'capitalists' (wj_tfr f ixed
assets worth over taka 1.5 millions) who could be classified as

the upper'' category of incligenous capital-ists " This category
could be enlargecl with the inclusion of r6 big jute exporting
firms (each exporting over 20l000 ]¡ales of jute per year), 12

firms in Inlanrl I'later Transport (each having a total cargo capa-
c-i ty of over 6 ¿000 tons) , L2 insurance companies and I banl< ovrner,
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A parallel category of Bengari ,capitalists, consisted of the
inrlentors who $/ere dr:awn since the middle 1960s, from the
Benqrali ex-civil servants, professionals, business classes, etc.
(Sobhanan'f Ahmad I980: 65-66) These categories of the Bengali
'bourgeoisie' were, however, stirr quaritatively inferior to
their west Pakistani counterparts and were therefore altogether
depencl-ent ofl, or subservient t-o the ruling bloc of the i^lest"
Indeecl,

. e . the enterpri sing, upward moÌ:i1e entreprenellr was

a f-ar cry from the crass of surpJ.'s extractors, sociar
fail-ures and opportunists who constituted the reservoir
from which the Bengari capitarist class emerged., (sobhan

and Ahmad 19B0:67)

Further, the Bengari bourgeoísie was doubly comprador in its
constitution in that its existence and advancernent were contin-
gent upon west pakistani capital which, in turn, was tied to the
capital of Western metropol_itan countries"5

rt- is hhus obvious that the Bengari bourgeoise could not
yet aspire to estaL¡lish its inclependent base in East pakistan by
fr:eeing the làtt-er from the domination of the west and thereby
champion the cause of the "national sel_f -determination,, of the
Bengalis at rarge. rndeed, the AL instead of being a party of
this bourgeoisie, was a threat to its continuar progress" And

the threat was aggravated before the December election when the
AL proposed to nationarise the commanding heights of the economy,
promote the workers' rights etc", in its er_ection manifesto.
Ilowever , in view of the AL's popur arity ancl mounting pov¡er, ât
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this time many Bengari bourgeois ". sought to inf il-trate

the A\'rami League and to identify the interests of the leadership
wíth their ov/n class aspirations." (Sobhan and Ahmad 19B0: 73)

And, no wonder, many non-Bengrali bourgeois (in East paki-stan) 
,

Loo, souqht- to court the favour of the AL by generously contri-
buting to its partlz fund (rbid" 575n). Thus, it fol_rows that
owing to the structural- position (i.e., the weaknesses and

interests) of the nascent Bengali bourgeoisie, the Bangladesh

state at its inception had little bourgeois backing" And after
assuming power, the AL through its state policies as welr provecl

that as a petty bourgeois party it did not serve the bourg,eoisíe
even if it was and is Bengali.

ANTI_BUREAUCRATIC A}]D ANTT_ROURGEOIS STATE POLICY

As the avowed champion of democracy the AL has arways had an

anti-bureaucratic stance and when came to pov/er it showed an

inclination to subordinate the state br:-r:eaucracy to the ciicta.tes
of t"he party apparatus" rndeedo ât independence, Bangladesh did
not inherit a large civirian or military apparatus or, in other
words, an "overdeveroped superstructure,," The upper rung of the
civil bureaucracy (comprising the 'crass I' officers) was about
2"4 per cent of the total- civil employees which numbered 454,000 

"

(Government of . Bangladesh L9l2b: 2) The civil bureaucrats \^/ere

denjed any security of their jobs. Thus the president,s orcler
No" 9 of L972 provided that,

where in the opinion of the Government, a qovernment

servant is not required -in the interests of the people,s
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Republic of BangJ_adesh, the Government may . remove

such person from service without assiqning any reason

ther:efor" (Government of Bangladesh L972c: L26)

The ruling party viewed the bureaucrats as " o neither j-nno-

vators nor catarytic agents of sociar change" " (Government of
Bangladesh I9732 4) Consequently, the qovernment order No. g

\^/as fr:equently apptied to remove such 'agents' from their of f ices,
and between the mc¡nths of July and November, IgJ4o over 300 civil
servants were thus dismissed" (Ntaniyúzzalrìan Ig74z : 25) While

the ruling party thus kept the civil bureaucracy under its control
through induced insecurity, it kept the army under relatively
more restricted budgetary provisions as well_ as -j_n discrepant
attention compared with the Rakkhi Bahini, (a para-military security
force) attached to the party itself" consequently, even in Lg75,

the army consisted of only 36,000 men in the regular defense

forces though in addition, there were 20,000 men in the Bangladesh-

Rif les (border: secur ity f orce) ancl another l6 ,000 men in the
Rakkhi Behini" (IISS L9j5: 52*53)

The ant-i-bourgeois stance of the rul ing petty bourgeois party
v/as mani.fest in its nationalisation policy. rmmediately after
assr.ming power the party brought la.r'ge numbers of industrial
rrnits and commercial firms, arl banks and insurance companies

under state control"6 It should be not.ed that over one-third of
the industries nationalised belonged to the public sector enter-
prises of the former government. lndeed/ more than the fulfilment
of the (pre*independence) election commitment, the nationalisation
of enterprises became obl igatory on the AL in that at independence

the state inherited 53 former EPIDC (public sector) units as well
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as 125 forrner non-Benqari private units. These units together

constituted over 97 per cent of the industries in Bangladesh

with 81 per cent of the total value of fixed assets. The

position of the private and pubric sector enterprises before
and after nationalisation is shown in the folrowing Table -(t);

Table I

Private and Publ.ic Sect-or _Industries

in Bangladesh at Tndependence

Sector
Number
of Units

Value of Fixed
Assets (mill-ion
taka)

Per cent
of Fixed

share
Ass ets

A" Position in lg69-70:

l EPIDC
ownership

53 2097 "0 34"0

2 Private
BenqaJ_i
ship

non-
owner-

725 2BB5 "7 47 "o

3 Private Bangal L 2253
ownership

1118"8 18"0

4 Private foreign
ownership

20 36"0 1"0

Total Industrial
Sector:

3051 6137 " 5 100 " 0
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Sector

B" Position in L9722

Numb'er
of Units

316

7s

2L] B

Value of !'ixed
Assets (million
taka)

Per cent share
of Fixed Assets

I Nationali sed
XPIDC and non-
Bengali units

lJational i sed
Bengali units

Private
Bengali

47 26 "7

9t0 " B

208"0

2

3

4

77 "0

15 " 0

3"0

Private
un its

units

foreign 20 36 " 0 1"0

5. Ahandoned (non-
Bengali) units
for disinvest-
ment

462 256 "0 4"0

Sour: ce : Sobhan and Ahmad 19 B 0 z l_9 2

Although the table shows that 74 per cent of the industries
before independence \^/as under private Bengali- ownership they,
however/ v/ere predominantry small and househord enterprises"
This is evjdent from the small share (18 per cent) of the total
value of the fixed assets of these industries " After nationali*
sation, this share came d.own to onry 3 per cent with the rikeli-
hood of rising to 7 per cent provided that 462 abandoned units
v/ere privatized througrh clisinvestment 

"

rt may be noted that the nationarisation proqramme was
passed f or the socialist policy of the s-bate. But it was found
that immediately after nationalisation most industries became

"o hollow enterprise with empty coffers, negrigible inven-
tori.es and depleted assets." (sobhan and Ahmad l9B0: ll7)
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However, the productivity in these enterprises graduarry in_
creased and by Lg77-78 it was 22.4 per cent higher over that
of L969-70- (Government of Bangradesh r-980: Xrrr-4) rt is
presumed that the productivity of the enterpri.ses and the
profits therefrom could be stirl higher had there been no pori_
tical interference with the management ancl distribution system.
But owing to such interference, ,'the nationarised enterprises

came to be expl0ited by the political peddlers and the
associated trader s. " (A]_amgir 19 B0 z L24) fhus while the pro*
qress of the regular bourgeoisie was thwarted by nationalisation
and (private) investment ceirings, that of a lumpen bourgeoisie
was faciritated through poriticar patronage. The rank of the
l-atter was swelred by the unbridled racketeers of i_ndentors,
traders, boarders, smuggrers and the rike" rn order to divert
the weal-th (off icially labef led as "bl_ack money,,) of this lumpen
bour:greoisíe toward productive investment, the state pol.icy was
later revised" Thus in rgls the ceiring on private sector in_
vestment was raised (from 1.5 mirrion taka to 3 million taka) ;
tax holidays, equity support, etc" were offered for agro-
supportive and export-oriented private industries; the stock-
exchanqe was reactivated; and owners of "k¡lack money,, trn/ere ad-
vised to purchase clisinvested (public) enterpri.ses " (Government
of Bangladesh Lg75: 4-6) sut the new policy decisions had rittre
impact on the lumpen bourgeoisie for,

High and easy gains from trade and indenting had erasecl
any serious prospect of their setting down to the more
hazardous ancl onerous task of setting up a factory, handring
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labour and govei:nment- and managing a f actory eff icientry
and profitably in the uncertain time aheacl" (Sobhan and

Ahmad t9B0 z 237)

rndeed, the liberafization of the state poticy toward the
bourgeoisie, was a manifestation of the failure of the petty
bourgeois state itself in the management of the nationalised
sector and of its urge'to share the burden of its economic task
with the private ent-repreneur:s" I.L. was presumed that the latter.,
owing to their known parasitic and lumpen character would re-inain
a subservient crass and would not pose any serious threat to
the petty bourgeois state it.self (tne pakistani bourgeoisie,
satisfied with its economic power al-so remained a subser:vient
class to the military and krureaucratic state) " Nevertheless,
corresponding to its anti-bourgeois inclinations, the petty
bourgeois rulinq party \das also inclined to gear the state
policy to the needs of petty peasant production in agricurture.
ft may be noted that after assuming powelî the ruling party em*
phasized the need of "socialisation" of the dominant agricul_
tural sector" rt stated that, "in an economy where more than
B0 per cent of the activity is dependent on agriculture, it is
inconceivable to bring sociali.sm without socialisation of agri-
cul'ture." (Government of Bangladesh r9r3z 2) However, since
any attempt at "socialisation of agriculture', would entail radical
transformation of the existing production relations and the AL

\¡/as incapable of initiating it (the reasons are discussed in the
next chapter); arl it did was to adopt some reform measures"
These meas.ures incruded: (a) waivingr arl arrear f and. revenues
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and the interests thereupon up to April 14 , 1972; (b) exempting

all agricultural famiries owning up to 25 biqhas (slightly over
B acres) of land from payment of land revenue; (c) imposing a

landownership ceiling of 100 bighas (33.3 acres) per family;
and (d) free distribution of acquired land among the landless
and near-landless (owning less than 1"5 acres) agricultural
families'7 As to the effects, it may be noted that the measures

neither benefitted the overwhr-elming majority of the agricultural
families themselves nor did they augment agricultural producti-
vity 'itself " Thus, the waiving of the arrear rents v/as obviousJ-y
necessitated by the damages and disruption of production during
the liberation war. since in Banglaclesh the middle and the rich
farmers also fall in the brackets of land.owners exempted fr:om

payment of land revenue, it proved relatively more beneËicial to
them than to the masses of poor agricultural households. Further,
the definition of "famiry" enabled the large landowners to escape

the ceiling restriction" consequently, only 58,409 acres of com-

paratively poor land were "obtained" from 537I families as excess
land, which was _Less than 15 per cent of the actual excess land
that should have been surrend.ered. Ancl up to Lg76, L4r t4Lo acres
of acquired and accreted land h/ere distributed to the agricul-
tural f amilies " But it is to be observed that, " it \,väs the pro*
pertied crasses and not the landl-ess and near-landless who re-
ceived the lion's share of the land settled. " u,, (siddiqui
19Bl: 72*80)

Iiowever, it is evident that while the petty bourgeois rul-ing
party sought to build a socialist image by nationalising the
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former public sector and the private non-BengaIi and Bengali enter-
prises, it deliberately evaded similar measure in the larger agri-
cultural sect-or despite its assertion that "it is inconceivable
to bring socialism without socialisation of agriculture". rndeed,

the AL represented the landed cl-asses (anarysed in the next chap-
ter) and therefore the dislocation of the material position of
these classes (through "socialisation" or any other measure) would
mean the dissorution of AL's rure altogether" As noted before,
the AL was a party of the petty bourgeoisie as a whore and, as

such, its policies were, necessariry, aimed at the reproduction
of the interests of this class " But the contradictions and ten-
dencies which it generated in serving those interests under the

coverl of a tantalizLng socialist ideotogy, could not but hasten

the dr.ssolution of its rule"

DISSOLUTION OF PETTY BOURGEOIS RULE

AND REVERSIOI{ TO A MILTTARY REGII4tr

By the middle of L915 (i"e", in less than four years of

independence), Bangladesh found itself in a critical economic

situation. rt was reported that under*utilizatj,on of the in*

stalled capacity of industries led to an estimated loss of 5500

million taka in L974*75¡ irregular: distribution of inputs and

neglect of irri.gation caused a decline in food-grain production

from 1I.92 million tons in L969*70 to ll"4B million tons in

l-974--15; by mid-1975 the prices of essent.ial commodities increased

nearly f ive times the corresponding prices in 1.969--10 " 
B 1'h"

economic conclition of the masses l¡ecame precarious even before
L915" Thus in the rural. areas the proportion of the "absolutely
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poor househords" (defined by dair.y perî capita caror:ie intake of
L720-1935) increased from 50 per cent in 1963_64 to 87 per cent
in r973-74, and that of the "extremely poor househords,, (ciefined
by a daily per capita calorie intake below L720) increased from
10 per cent to 54 per cent durinq the same period" (Khan Lg77:
14 5 ) rn the background of this si t_ua.tion the lef t political
forces intensified their pressure on the ruling party, t_he Ar,"
The latter, in turn, branded those forces as ,,extremists,,,
"miscreants", "foreign agents',, etc. ancl retaliated against their
actions severely particurarly o by using the Rakkhi Bahini" The
reader of the sorbohara party, sirj sikdar, v/as ki1led in poÌice
custody whire another party, the Jatya somajtantrik Do1, alreged
that the AL ki-lled 60,000 0f their workers and arrested another
86,000. (Maniruzzaman l9B0 z ]_7S_77) rn Deceml¡er Lgl4, the
government issued a procramat.ion of Emergency which was fol_Lowed
by the 4th Amendment of the constitution (Act 2 of LLTS) " The
latter provided for forming ,,only one political party /Llre
National earty/ in the state,,, whe::eupon, ,,. a per:son sha11

" have no right to form or be a member or otherwise take
part in the activities of, any political party other than the
National Party." (Chowdhury ]9: s; 9I) By virtue of the same
Act (act 2, rg75), the prime minister, Sheikh Mujib, came to
" o hord office as president of Bangladesh äs if elected to
that office unde' the constitution as amended by this Act,,.
(chowdhury 1g75: g2) rn June rg75, the president formed the
Nationaf païty, carled the BAKSAL (Bang.ladesh Krisharc sramik
Awami League) and launched the programme of an aJ. leged ,,Second
Revolution"-9 sheik Mujib gave the impression that his schemes
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were going to hring radical changes in Bangladesh society" rt
is, however , wel. 1-known that,

Radical changes are always historically determined, and

they may be carried out in two ways: startinq from the
bottom of society, by revorutionizing praxis as a whole;
or starting from the top, by authoritarian acts on the
part of institutions, estabrished forms, politicar leaders
(example: Bismarckism in Germany after the failure of the
1948 revolution). only changes of the first kind are de_

cisi-ve, for onry they get rid of obsolete forms" changes

of the second kind are not as far reaching, but according
to Marx they pave the way for more radical transformation"
(Lefebvre f96B: 54)

But Mujib's schemes, which no doubt started "from the top", had

certainly no possibility of paralreling the "Bismarckism in
Germany" or of paving "the way for more radical transformations,,
His schemes v/ere evidently impelled by an urge to camouflage
hÍs political brankruptcy whi-ch entirely arienated him and his
party from the people" rndeed, by forming the BAKSAL the AL

not only undid its own deed (i " e. , its long struggle for derno-

cracy) but al"so indicated that when it faits to rule, a petty
bourgeois party may turn fascist and cast off its democratic
integument. However, before any substantiar effects of the
schemes \iüere felt Sheikh Mujib was kirled by the army and alt
his plans v/ere put to an end , in Augtust LgZ 5 "

rt is alJ-eged that the bloody coup d'etat which was staged
in L975, was precipitaLed by the humiriations of the army since
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the inception of Bangladesh. Thus, fi.rst, the army was robbed

of its glory in L97L when the rndian forces accepted the sur*
r:ender of the Pakistani army in Bangradesh, whereby it was also
deprived from acquirinq the sophisticated weapons of the latter"
After i-ndependence, the army was given less attention compared

with the para-military Rakkhi Bahini attached to the ruling AL"

Furthermore, many army officers were undury censured for appre-
hending certain criminals during the anti-corruption and. anti-
smuEgle campaigns in late L974" consequently, a small number of
disgruntled officers finally retaliated for their hurniliations
by skilfulty plotting and staging the August coup" (ManiTtrzzaman,

r9B0: 183-87) However, the plotters of the coup may be said to
have given a late proxy by the pakistani military junta" rt
seems that had Sheikh Mujib been killed by the said junta in
1971, it would have conferred upon him the lasting glory of a

great martyr and that his martyrdom wourd have profound impact
on the nature of the state and society in Banqradesh itself"
Nevertheless, the late proxy given by the pakistani juntaos
younger collnterpart in Bangladesh helped to retrieve the tradition
of miIiLary-b,reaucratic rule in Banqladesh" As noted by
Lifschul tz :

Mujibur Rahmanns demise in Bangradesh marked, âS did
Bhutto's four years later in pakistan, the end of an

entire era of hopes and illusions surrounding the pros-
pects for sociar- democracy in conditions of severe back-
wardness and underdevelopment. In broth societies _ Banqla*
desh and pakistan - the regression to forms of military
and bureaucratic dictatorship has reasserted. itserf like
an old depressing cancer " (L9192 f49)
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NOTES

l- rn a debate with Rosa Luxemburg, Lenin put forward the
thesis that "the question of the right to self-determination,,
(i.e. nations' rights to secede or form independent nationar
states) is in conformity with Marxism, and that the ,guestion,

accompanies the rise of capitarism, i"e", the bo'rgeoisie,s
strivings for overcoming the fetters of feudalism on its de_
velopment" As noted by Lenin: "Throughout. the worrd, the
period of the final victory of capitali.sm over: feudarism has
been rinked up with national movements. For the complete vic_
tory of commodity production, the bourgeoisie must capture the
home marketo and there must be potitically united territories
whose population speak a single language, with alr obstacles to
the development of that lanquage and to its consoridation in
literature eliminated" Therein is the economic foundation of
national movements" . The most profound economic factors
drive towards this goal /Formation of a nationar state/o and,
therefore, for the whore of western Europe, ñây , for the entire
civilised world, the national state is typical and normal- for the
capitalist period. " Ã976, vol " I : 56 B) Leni' f ur.ther noted
that: ". capitarism, having awar<ened Asia, has carred forth

^ational movements everywhere in that conti'ent, too, that the
tendency of these movements is towar:d.s the creation of national
states in Asia; that it is such states that ensure the best con_
ditions for the development of capitalism"" (rbid. p. 57r)
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2" The phrase "freedom from national oppression" is Luxem-

burgian in origin" rndeed, Luxemburg contend.ed the Leninist
views of "right" of nations, or, "the right of setf-determination
of nations" as that" Her own position as to "se1f-determination,,
was the self-determination of the working class which is im-
possible under capitalism where onry the ruling class can have

"rights" and "rig-ht of self-determination" " on principre,
Luxemburg opposed the creation of small, nonviable national
states even when the workers favour or rure such states (in r9l9
the Bolsheviks in the ussR practically aclopted Luxemburg's
principre as their own (navis L976, "fntroduction") " However,

notwithstanding this position on the national question, Luxemburg

endorsed resistance to all national oppressiono and envisaged
the form of such resistances as they affect the working classes.
Thus in 1905 she noted that: "To the credit of mankind, history
has universally establ-ished that even the most inhumane material
oppression is not able to provoke such wrathful, fanatical re-
berlion and rage as the suppression of intetlectual life in
general, or as rerigrious or national- oppression" " (cited in
Davis 19 7 6 223) "

3" \Iicos Poulantzas described these two types of petty bour-
geoisie in the fottowing \^/ay: "The f irst is the 'tradi tionay
petty bourgeoisie the sma-ll-scale producers and small
tr:aders (smarl property) " They include forms of artisanal work
and small family businesses in which one ancl the same agent is
both owner of the means of production and of labour and is the
direct worker " . Secondly there is the ,ne\n/, petty bourg,eoisie 

"

" rt consists of the non-productive wage-earning workers 
"
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civil servants emproyed by the state and its various appa_ra-

tuses. " (Poulantzas , Igf 3:37 )

4 " The Basic Democracies systern constituted a five-tier ad*
ministrative structure consisting of the provincial Assembry,

Divisional. council, District council, Thana council and union
council" The elected members of the union Council constituted
an electoral college for elect.ing the members of other cor:ncils
as well as the members of Provincial and National Assemblies
and the President of pakistan" The rocal government systems
which previously existed in East Pakistan such âs, the 'r¡illage
panchayat' , 'union board.' , 'local board I etc " were thus repraced
by the union council with enormous power and linkage with the
central state" From empirical- surveys, sobhan came to the con_

crusion that: "There is no doubt that the B"D" members of the
union council-s in the rural areas are overwhelmingly d.rawn from
the top 10-15 per cent of the economic strata of the rural aï:eas

Classified as 'surplus' farmer s /tney7 control the rural
economy through their surplus land and supply of credit"
For the urban areas, . LB"DJ membership is crearry dominated
by the businessmen and contractor:s as a crass " This class is
inevitabry wealthier than other crasses" The fact that 58"09
per cent of the members have incomes (per month) above Rs. 4,000"00
should therefore occasion neither surprise nor further comment",,
(Sobhan I96B: BB)

The Rural. pubfic tr{orks pr:ogramme \¡/as an outcome of the
negotiation between the Government of Pakistan and the us, accçrd-
ing to which the former agreed. to receive the surplus us agricul*
turar commodities wor:th 621 mirlion us dol_lars" The deal_ v/as
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aimed at "mopping up the purchasing power generated by the
project". According to the provisions of the deal the refund
of the us grant would accumulate in rupees in the us "counter-
part fund" in Pakistan to be disbursed by the us Government in
agreement with the local authorities. The Indus Project and its
accompanying deal (for Vlest Pakistan) around public cl-amour in
East Pakistan" rn response to this, the Harvard Advisory Group

attached to the pakistan planning commission gave the idea of
incorporating a Rural Public works Programme for East pakistan"

The programme inclucled construction of roadsn embankments and

drainage canars for generatingi rurar employment and augmenting

agricultural_ production (rbiA. p. f05-6).
5. Apart from direct investment, which according to the then
chief economist of Pakistan's Planning Commission constituted
roughry one-fifth of pakistan¡s totar industrial capital, the
bulk of forei.gn capitaì- came as foreign aid" And a member of
the Harvard Development Advisory Group attached to the pakistanrs
Planning commission noted that: "rt is ironical but true that
the stronges.L prop of the Planning enterprise in pakistan is the
¡ration' s continued dependence on foreign aid.. " (Crift in and

Khan L972: 55)

6" The nationalisation policy was effectuated through a number

of government- ord.ers issued during rgl2, which included the
President's Orde:: No" 1 (Control and Management of fndustrial and

commer:cial concerns), No" 16 (contror, Management and Disposal of
the Abandoned Proper:ty) , N'to" 26 (National.isation of Banks), No" 2l
(Nat-ionalisation of lndustrial Enterprises), No" 95 (National-isa-
tion of rnsurance), etc" (Government of Bangradesh r972c)
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1 " See Government of Banqladesh I972 (especially p.O. Nos" 96

and 98 for (b) and (c) )" rt may be noted that according t.o p.o"

No" 96, "'familyn in relation to a Ma1ik ,/õwne{ includes husband,

wif e, son, unmarried daughter, son's wif e, son's son and r.rnmarried

daughter and such Malik shalr be deemed to be the head of the
family." (Government of Bangladesh Lg72: LB22)

B. see "Report of the Economic Task Force", The Bangladesh

Timeso Dacca, September 13, 1975"

9 " The BAKSAL remained a party of the AL itself and of its pïo-
l{oscow allies. rt, however, proposed a new scheme of decentralized
administration entaili-ng the breaì<-up of the existing t9 districts
into 6ro each of which would be administered by one Governor:

appointed by the President" The "Second Revolution" was aimed

at the eradication of corruption, acceleration of product.ion,
attai.nment of population contror, and promotion of national
integrity etc. (nichitra, Dacca, ApriL 4o 1975)
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IV CONJI'NCTURtr OF UNDERDEVELOPMENT

IN BAN(LADESH

POSITION OF THE POST-COLON]AL STATE

The mediation of the state (i.e., execution of state policies

in furtherance of the j-nterests of the dominant class) is presumed

to be a necessary condition for economic development to occur "

However, nearry all neo-Marxist writers have very cogently argued

that the state in post-colonial societies is incapabre anð,/or

unwilli-ng to effectuate this mediating rore" This is due mainly

to the position of the state emanating from the conjì.rncLure of

the social- formation as well as the externally induced rel-ations

of dependence". It is noted that the state in these societies

had emerged in "the process of imperiar state buirding" and as

"strong state", at that. The "strong state" is estabrished

through: securing ties with the political leadership, the heads

of the políce and military; influencing administrative and plan-

ning bodies; training personnel, sending technical missions,
funding research institutes; developing regional systems etc"
(petras 1978: 52) According to petras:

Without the strong state, the polarization of class forces

wourd be skewed toward the reft; and the alternative of a

petty bourgeois-led popular*national alliance would either
limit the capacity of imperial capital to extract surprus

from the labor force or lead to a more profound trans*
formation of society. (petras l97B: 54)
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The military and bureaucratic state of Pakistan and later, of

Bangradesh, fairly corroborates this conception of the strong

state. Particularly, the Bangladesh case further substantiaLes

the fact that through externally induced policies the military-

bureaucratic strong state thwarts economic development and

perpetuates external dependence.

Before the military took over the state in L915, the foreign

alliance of Bangladesh was primarily oriented toward India and

the USSR" But the new regime " " swivel_led the country's

international orientation towards the American and British govern-

ments in the rilest, and secondariry towards the rsramic bÌoco

principally saudi Arabia, in west Asia." (EPüJ LgTB: 555) while

the regime thus ingratiated itself with promising foreiqn allies,
its orqanizational and technicat strength greatly expanded inter-

nally. Thus "important internal security, tefecommunications and

military training prograrunes " tinked to the American and

British governments prior to independence v¡ere suddenly resumed " "

(npw LgiB: 555) rn mid-1977, BangÌadesh received a British grant

of f,750 ¿ 000 to develop police telecommunication; it was fol.lowed

by the arrival of a British technical team, the Gibson Mission,

to set up a t{ilitary staff college near Dacca" (Epw Lg7B: 555)

The college was set up to meet the requirements of the nascent

military state which lacked a sufficient number of senior officers.
Indeed, the inadequacy of such. of f icers necessitated the inc.l-usion

of senior police personnel into the new ruling circle. As des-

cribed by Lifschultz:

rn the Pakistan era no pol-ice or intelligence official

had ever reached the ministerial rank of Secretary"
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¿Ñoy-7 police and intelligence officials took over ministries
and state corporations in critical locations of economic

power and patronage. (Lg7gz 200)

However, the miritary-bureaucratic regime which was thus

establ-ished in Bangladesh heavily drew upon the heritage of
Pakistan. comparing the so-carred "bureaucratic elites" of

Pakistan and Bangladesh it was thus concluded that,
Trained and indoctrinated in the tradition of the elite

bureaucracy in Pakistan and clrawn rargery from the higher

income groups, the br.rreaucratic elites in Bangladesh are

almost as exclusive as their predecessors in pakistan"

They are deeply imbued with guardianship orientations

and their conception of economic development is almost

identical with that of the bur:eaucratic elites in pakistan.

(ehmad , 19 B0 : 210 )

rndeed, by altogether discarding the socialist pretensions of
the former petty bourgeois regime, the military-bureaucratic

regime took to the poticies of rerigious subterfuge,l reliance
on foreign aid, and encouragement of domestic as well as foreign
private investment, after Pakistan" The first military rulero
Ziaur Rahman, proclaimed that,

The Government is ready to extend all possible suppor:t

to the private sector for utilizing the full potential

of the private entrepreneur s in stepping up the produc-

tive economic activities in the country" 2

The state financial institutions were accord.ingly directed to
assist the private entrepreneurs on a high priority basis"
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In order to "stimulate the private sector", in the Two-Year

Plan 197B-80, the government allocated 2460 million taka to

the private sector (as against I395 million taka of the First

Five Year P1an f973-78). (Government of Bangladesh L97B: 149)

In the Second Five Year Plan 1980-85, the private sector allo-

cation was increased to a record level. Thus,

. to enable the private sector to play its due role

in the industrial. growth of the country an investment

target of Tk" fll0"00 crore /T crore = I0 mitlionZ in-

cluding foreign exchange component of Tk" 555.00 crore

has been set for the private sector industrial invest-

ment proper for the Second Five Year PIan" (Government

of Bangladesh 19B0; XIII*138)

At the time of independence, the extent of foreign private

investment in Bangladesh (except the investment by the West

Pakistanis) was almost insignifj.cant.3 But in early 197B the

government proposed " " to set up a Free Trade Processing

Zone at Chittagong to boost up foreign private investment and

export" " (1978: 17I) After- the fir:st one, the government

undertook to establish three more Export Processing Zones (EPZ)

in Chittagong, Daccao and Khulna" It was envisaged that,

These zones tend to promote foreiqn investment, encourage

transfer of technology, expand employment opportunities

and improve foreign exchange earnings" In view of the

shortage of indigenous industrial raw materials but large

availahility of cheap and tr:ainable labour, Iow cost of

energy and reasonably developed infrastructural and shipping
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facilities, Export Processing Zones appear to be idearty
suited for conditions of Bangladesh for stimulating ex-

ports of manufactured goods ancl widening the industrial

base" (1980: XIII-f40)

Nevertheless, the EPZs have qenerally been found to be the exclu-
sive zones of 'Cheap' labour exploitation (where the opportunities
of the 'absolute¡ and 'relative' surplus extraction, i.e", pro-
Ionged working-day and advanced technology, are at once combined)

and super-profiteering by the multinational corporations" As

such, in Bangladesh, too, they have had very rittle to do with
the improvement and welfare of the indigenous ."ono*y"4 rnd.eed,

the development policies adopted by the military-bu::eaucratic
regime have been, to express it in the words of petras, "t-ied to
the dynamic of externally induced expansion and accumulation""
(f978: 5I) That for its poj-icies the regime received cues from

the external sources, particularly from the Aid Groups, is evi:
dent from the Reports of the Aid Group meetings (in these meet-

ings the home team submits a progress report and then pleads for
nehT aid commitments) " For example, in the ninth annual meetíng

held in Paris Banglaclesh reported that,

Greater reliance on the private sector is a corner-
stone of the economic poricy of the government. The

already availabte facirities and opportunities wirl be

further i-mproved to encourage private investors both

domestic and foreign " . It is expected that only
limited industrial production processes and public
utilit.ies wilt remain under government control. The

government will continue to encourage foreign private
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investment and technical know-how either in joint ventures

or in direct investment and the policy to promote and pro-

tect the interests of foreign investors witl remain unal-

tered" (covernment of Bangladesh 1982 z 26)

To this submission, the World Bank representative remarked that,

"Bangradesh has shown its capacity to absorb and respond to our

economic counsel and assistance"" (Government of Bangladesh

I9B2:5I)

The reciprocations cited above manifest a determinate rela-

tion of ai.d-structured dependence of the client regime on the

aid-giving patron states and agencies, which deterrnines the vital
policy decisions of the client itself" The implications are well
borne out in the following passage:

Bangladeshi's policy-makers continue to wait upon decisions

in l¡Iashingtonn London, Tokyo, Bonn and paris before they

formulate their annual development budgets, announce an im-

port policy, formuJ-ate a food policy or even decide how

many children shourd be born" The decision makers of the

developed worl-d hord the lifeline of any regime in Bangra-

desh in their hands" The sovereignty of the Bangladesh

nation state, in its prevailing social configuration, is

therefore rikely to remain a polite fiction which is per*

petuated by the courtesy of the donors as long as Bangladesh

does not challenge their current strategic assumptions and

ideological preconceptions. (Sobhan L9B2z 226)

However, ât the present moment tLre possibitity of chal.lenging the

"strategic as.sumptions and ideorogical preconceptions" of the
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donors, is ruled out by the magnitude of Bangradesh,s aid de_
pendence on the former. Thus it is admitted that, ,,compared.

to about 53 of totar deveropment outray in rndia, it accounts
for 858 in the case of Bangladesh" rn pakistan it is about
133, in srilanka L2z and in Tanzania f3%. " (Government of
Bangladesh 1983: l) Furthermore,

Provision of aid by both bilateral and multirateral donors
is governed by: (any or alr) (r) poriticar objective of
extending/sustaining realm of influence,/support, (2) eco*
nomic objective of expanding/sustaining the donor,s market
for capitat goods and control over raw materiars product
by the recipient country, (3) employment of donor,s other-
wise sparable manpower as consurtants in the recipient
counLry, (4) humanitarian motive and (5) availability of
otherwise unutilisable surplus production" (Government of
Bangladesh l9B3a: 2)

Perhaps because the donors bring all of these ,,objectives,, to
bear upon Bangladesh, the document desperatery procraimed that,
"t-he suggested solution is charting of appropriate structurar
changes in the socio-economic system " and relentless efforts
to bring about these changes with a view to reduce our dependence
on aid" " (Government of Bangladesh I9B3a: 2) This ,,solution,u

has many implications, but one can discern the important ones in
the light of the employment generation, privatization and. rand
reform, in so far as they are affected by the poricies of the aid_
induced military-bureaucratic regimes in Bangradesh.

Between December: r97L and June rgBt, Bangladesh rece_ived

7753.3 mirlion (us¡ dorrars in foreign aid under such heads as
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food, commodity and project assistance. of this , 4432.2 million
or 57 "2 per cent, were received after military take over in mid-

1975" (sobhan L9B2: Appendix L, Table 5.r.) rt should be noted

that the aid received in the first three and a harf years (i.e,,

up to mid-f975) came for the reconstruction and rehabilitation

of the war-ravaged economy while in the rater period they were

urged to meet the development outlays. But if the butk of the
aid in the former period had to be necessarily spent on the re-
construction worl<s themselvesu that of the later period were

necessarily spent on the expansion of the state apparatus itself.
The latter is evident from the changes in the employment. struc*
ture shown in Table 2z

Table 2

Percentage Change in Employment

Structure, L975-76 to lgBI-82

S ector:

Agr icul tur e

I ndus try

S ervi ce

Percentage increase

6 "4

1s.7

46.0

Source: BBS L982, Tables LO "27-10 " 30

The Table shows that compared to 6 "4 per cent in agriculturs and

15"7 per cent in industries, the employment in the ser:vice sector
(includes defense and civil services) registered an increase of
46 per cent over a period of seven years. This period witnessed
increased inflows of foreign aid" The military-bureaucratic
state whj-ch was thus "over*developed" (relati.ve to agriculture
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and industry or the economic infrastructure in general) "by the

courtesy of the donors" was, however, obliged to adopt the

policy of privatization in the industrial sector. The ratter

necessitated disinvestment (Or¡ and denationalisation (nw¡ of

the pubric sector industri"="5 Thus between Lgl6 and 19B3 , 2L1

industriar units which comprised 57 per cent of the 3Bl units
under six state corporations, \^/ere disinvested or d.enationalised.
But the military-bureaucratic regim undertook this venture dis-
regarding the social" as well as the operationar aspects" Thus

a comparative study of 87 pre- and post-DI/DN industries (Sobhan

and Ahsan t983) revealed that t.he "private owners operating in

the more congenial environment of the late'70s could not per-

form better than Public corporations" (rbid. p" 24); the "disin-
vestment in particurar cases, has imposed a double l_oss to the

economy through increased unemployment as well as reduced profita-

bility" (rbid. p" 27); indeedo "1 out of 4 regurar emproyees work-

ing before disinvestment has lost his job after disinvestment"
(rbid" p. 30) " Furthermore¿ at the time of disinvestment not

only the buyers v/ere ob-liged to pay only 20 to 25 per cent of
the bid price (the rest to be paid in 9 instalments with B per

cent interest which is well below the lending rate of the com-

mercial banks), but a substantial part of the outstanding Iiabi-

lities of the concerned units were written off by the state
(rbid. pp" 35:36) " The social implications of the privatation

venture is then aptly summarized as follows:

The transfer of such a large quantity of public assets

to the ownership and control of what may at most amormt

to 2I7 f amili.es, if we indeed assume one f amily as
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controlling one enterprise, has significant implications

for the concentration of wealth and its social control.

Enterprises whilst under the corporations v/ere at least
juridically owned by 90 mirlion citizens of the state of

Bangradesh. The Public corporations were the trustees

of this wealth /_ãn!7 always remained accountable for:

this wealth" . In contrast once public assets are

sr:rrendered \^7e have seen there is no serious attempt to

see what has been done with this wealth or how it is
benefitting the economy" (Sobhan and Ahsan 1983:39)

while in compliance with the external cues the miritary-
bureaucratic regime privatized the industrial sector, its policy

toward the larger agricult.ural sect-or remained fraught with am-

biguit"ies. Thus after grappling with the self-directed projects

of canal digging and 'gram sarkaru (village government) - both

aimed at the attainment of self-reliance through mass mobiL:-za*

tion the first military ruler, Ziattr Rahman, realized the exi-
gency of land reform" fn a democratic g,esture he held a dialogue

on land reform with the leaders of polit"ical parties" The latter:
gave a number of proposals underscoring the needs of lowering

the landownership ceiling (from I00 bigtras, i"e", 33"3 acres,

to various figures below 50 bighas) ancl other pertinent measur"="6

The government also issued a draft proposal on land reform which

essentially echoed the provisions of the former Mujib govern*
Iment" However, the proposal was later described by the then

prime minister, shah AzLzur Rahman, âs a mere "talking paper"

and t-hereafter, the "reform" talk was altogether dismissed" The
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second miritary ruler, H.M. Ershad, after assuming power in
March L982, announced that his government has "taken up the

task of land reform in right. earnest". Accordingly, a nine-
member Land Reform Committee was formed and the committee sub-

mitted a report v¿ith the following basic recommendations:

(a) For the cuJ_tivating land.owners (family) an ownership ceiling
of 75 bighas and 100 bighas respectively, in irrigated and non-

irrigated areas; for the non*cultivating landowners (absentee)

an ownership ceiling of 30 bighas and 50 bighas respectivelyo in
irrigated and non-irrigated areas " All excess rand is to be

acquired by the Governrnent with compensation. (u) The share-

croppers are to stay for 5 years on all rands rented on or be-
fore March 2,6, 1982. As to the share of the produce, the owner

is to get 67 "5 per cent in case he/she provides all inputs
except labour n 33 per cent in case the tenant provides arr in-
puts, and 50 per cent in case the inputs (except labour) are

equally shared by the owner and the tenant" B

The government accepted recommendation (b), carred the

"tebhaga" (trisection) principle, but retained the ov/nership

ceiling at 100 bighas as provided by the p"o" 98 of rg72.9

Indeed, the Chairman of the Land Reform Committee, the agricul*
tural minister, earlier observed. that "any proposal for l-and

reforms in Bangladesh must first take careful note of the exj-st-
ing reariti.es including' the pov/er structure" " 

l0 errd after sub-

mitting the report. he stated that, "in the present reform no

attempt- has been made for the structurar changes of the land

relations" ft has only proposed legal and customary reforms,,.lf
From t-his assertion "it forlows that the position of the new
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regime, too, is one of mere supervising the reproduction of
agrarian relations and agrarian productivity on the self-same

scale" rndeed, so far arr the regimes in Bangladesh have used

the issue of "land reform" as a populist srogan. But given

the structural position of the regimes themselves vis-a-vis the

task i.e., land reform itserf, the former coul-d hardry hetp

this slogan-mongering" It is quite established that effective
land reform only comes alonq with either capitalist industriali-
zation or socialist revolution" Both entail in their respective
waysr âFÌ articulation of agriculture and industry whereby agri-
culture provides "free labour", raw materials, basic food (for

workers) u etc" for industry; and industry provides finished
goods, means of l-abour, various inputs etc" for agriculture"
Further, both are the objective outcomes of crass struggle.

But for reasons emanatinq from the mode of production and

from the reciprocations between the mode of production and the
state, class struggle in Bangladesh courd not so far bear out

the prospect of either of these development and hence no effec-
tive land reform either.

T.'iODE OF PRODUCTION

Before undertaking an analysis the mode of production (ue¡

in Bangladesh it may be worthwhite to outline the important
features of two pertinent nodes of production viz. the feudal
and the capitatist" The f eudal mode of production (nr'te¡ is
characterized by the private ownership of the means of produc-

tion by the feudal lords and the private possessíon of the means
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bythedirectproducers,i.e",theserfs.Thelatter,owingto

their personal. dependence and lack of individual freedom are4

indeed, tied to the means of production "as its accessories" '

(tqetotti Lg17: 63) The capitalist mode of production (CiUn¡ o oo

the other hand, is characterized by capitalist private property

resting on socialised production that arises as a negation of

the pre-capital-ist individual and scattered private property

founded on individual labour. (Ma::x l97B: 715) Its structural

conditions are: free labour free from personal dependence

and possession of means of production, separation of economic

(class) and political (state) power, generalized commodity pro-

duction (production primarity for sale, Iabour po\^Ier itself a

commodity) , and extended reproduction of capital and rise in the

organic composition of capital" (Alavi 19Blz 477)

Since agriculture is the dominant sector (in terms of the

concentration of the rneans of production as well as the labour)

in Bangladesh, the MP existent threrein may as well be taken as

the dominant MP in Bangladeslr-, making up in determinate v¡ays/

the conjunctu,re of the soci.al formation. Indeedo alt.hough the

sectoral share of agriculture in domestic production is said to

have declined from 56 per cent in I971-JB, to 48 per cent in

l9B1-82 it (agriculture) still constitutes the dominant sector.

Compared to this, industry's share (including the small-scale

and petty household enterprises) is below B per cent while that

of "service" is about- 45 per cent (BBS 19B3a: 136) " Furthero it

may be noted that the industrial sector is primarily agro-based

and the service sector includes the ancillary activities (trans-

porting, marketing etc") of the agricultural products themselves.
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However, in terms of the size of farms and the scale of operation,

aqriculture in Bangladesh is minifundist in nature. The average

síze of a farm at present is reported to have remained unchanged

at 3" 5 acres since 1960 " The f arms are also fragmenb.ed and the

average number of fragments per farm is 9"6, while the average

size of a farm-fragment is 0"4 acre. (BBS 1981: 24) Agricultural

activity centres around food grains which are produced in some

26 million acres or 82 per cent of the total gross cropped area.

R.ice alone accounts for 22 mll-lion acres or 69 per cent of tire

total gross cropped ar:ea while jute (tfre chief foreign exchange

earning fibre) occupies some 2 million acres, i"e" 6"3 per cent

of the total gross cropped area" (ges 19Bl:28-29) The labour

force employed in agr:iculture numbers 13"2 million or 83"3 per

cent of the total active labour force of the country" (BBS L9B2z

154) Nevertheless, this dominant sector in Bangladesh is notori-

ous for its extremely low level of productivity " According to a

World Bank repor:t: "Present average yields of rice are about

L"2 metric tons per hectar, compared with 2.5 tons in Sri Lanka

or 2"7 in Malaysia, which are climatically similaro or over 4

tons in Taiwan where labor inputs are greater- " (Hartmann and

Boyce 1979: 10) Although this low productivity results in an

estimated deficit of I.5 to 2.5 mitlion tons of foodgrains per

year it is, however, recognized that,

The country is rich enough in fertile land, water, man-

power and natural gas for fertiLtzer not only to be

self-sufficient in food but a food exporter n even with

its rapidly increasing population síze" (Boyce and

Hartmann, I9Bl: 26)
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The MP underlying the above stated features of the dominant

productive sector in Bangladesh may now be analysed in terms of

the means and relations of production in agriculture. The means

with the help of which labour is performed in production not

only deterrnine the degree of productivity but also reveal the

character of the social mode of production. The means of labour

used in agricultural pr:oduction in Bangladesh are almost. archaic

in form and correspond to the pre-capitalist labour process 
"

These include draft animals, animal-drawn plough, ladder, hoeo

spade, sickle, etc" The use of modern means are very negligible"

The latest aqricultural census shows that 0 "2 per cent of farmers

use po\¡/er-ti11ers, 0 "6 per cent use tractors, 6 "9 per cent use

hand-spray machines, while 7 "6 per cent. use power pumps" (BBS

19Blz 24) Consequently, "living labour" remains as the main

feature of agricultural productivity. Thusr âs found in a survey,

the cost of paddy production is distributed as follows: human

l-abour 62 per cent, animal labour IB per cent, seeds I0 per cent,

and water and fertilizer I0 per cent" (Hossain L979: 120) It

may be noted that to accelerate agriculture productivity the

government launched the Green Revolution Programme in the early

I960s" The programne was adopted with the aim of spreading the

ne$/ "seed-fertilizer-water technology" and the development of

agricultural cooperatives. But studies have revealed that the

effects have not been "revolutionary" at all" Thuso

By L977 /7 B only about 16 per cent of the total food-grain

acreage was brought under HYV, and the rate of growth of

cereal production during the period f965-78 was L"4 per

cent per annum" Forty per cent of this growth came from
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acreage expansion (a factor on which Bangladesh cannot

depend much for the future); 25 per cent as a resurt of
land reallocation from cash crops to cereals.
(Hossain 1980: 63)

However, cooperatives had spread to more than fifty per cent of
the rural areas. Thus starting with 3 "thanas" (each thana in-
crudes about L75 villages) in Lg62-63, cooperatives spread to
250 thanas by Lg\7-7B"Lz But in proportion as cooperatives ex-
panded, the process of rural pauperization escalated.r3 rndeed,

the qovernment also noted that the cooperatives had turned into
the "closed club of the kulaks", wherein ". the leaders

/Tarqe farmers/ enjoy a greater share of the benefits but their
participation as measured by contribution of share capital and

savings, is relativery low"'n (Government of Bangladesh Lgl4: lt)
consequentlyn "the existing subsistence agriculture", does not
". blossom in the country in capitalist lines, though the
policy instruments are in effect mostly geared to this line""
(Governrnent of Bangladesh 1980: vrr*B) The reratj.ons of produc*

tion in agriculture which the successive regimes have deliberately
avoided t-o change by any eff ect.ive "reform" poricy mây, ì-ndeed,

throw liqht. on the failr:re of the qovernment policy to n'blossom'n

the "subsistence agriculture" in "capitalist lines""

The patterns of landowner:ship and rand operation as shown

in Tabtes 3 and 4, are the basic indicators of the agrarian re-
lations of production i-n Bangradesh. Broadly, four types of
agrarian households can be discerned from data in Table 3:
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Table 3

Size Distribution of Land Other than

Homestead land in Rural Bangladesh, L977

Number of
Acres

Zero

0"01-1"00

r.0l-3.00
3"0I-6"00

6.01-9.00

Over 9 " 00

Total:

Per cent of
Total
Households

32 "79

29 "L0

23"44

9"65

2 "80

) ))

r00.00

Number of
Person s

18,7030472

l_B,4gg,L2o

L7 ,361,835

8,70I,I79

2,950,588

2,809 ,406

69,025 t600

Per cent
of Total

27 "L0

26 " B0

25"15

12.60

4 .27

4"08

100"00

Per cent of
Total Area

9 "63

2B " 13

26 "59

r3" 36

22"29

r00"00

Source: Januzi and Peach l-977 o Table D-IT

a) the poor (owning less than one to one acre of agricultural

land; b) the middle (owning one to t-hree acres of land) ; c) the

.rich (owning three to nine acres of land) ; and d) the big land-

owning households (owning over nine acres) . The table shows that

some 15 per cent of the rural households o\dn over 62 per cent of

the land; about 53 per cent own the rest of the lando less than

40 per cent, while 33 per cent are wholly landless. Indeed, the

proportion of essentially landl-ess households rises to about 60

per cent of households, L5"29 per cent owning up to only 0.5 acre

of land (which economicarly is not a viabl.e unit) , and ll " 07 per

cent who do not own even homestead land ( they are not entered. in
Table 3 at all) are added to the 33 per cent owning only homestead
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land" (Januzi and Peach L977: XXII). Table 4 shows that nearly

23 per cent (A+C) is owner-operated, while the rest of about 44

per cent of the land is operated by hired labour occasionally

combined vtith some family labour" As for the households, about

39 per cent is tenant-cultivator, 23"5 per cent is owner-

cultivator, and nearly 3B per cent is mostly non-cultivating

ov/n er s "

A

B

C

D

Categor ies

Owner-cuI tivator

Owner-Manager

Owner-cum-Tenant

Tenant

Total

Table 4

Types of Tenancy

Per cent of Per cent of
Households Owned land

23 "51 t0 "47

37 "66 43"48

3r"99 23"18

6"48

100"00 77.13

Per cent of
Land 'Iaken in

IB"4B

4 "39

22 "87

Source: Januzi and Peach I9l7: Table D IV

From Table 4 it also follows that most of the land is tilled by

persons other than the ovr'ners " Share-cropping is widespread

and occuï:s under terms of equal share of the produce' sometimes

requiring additional cash payments" Furthermore' a.1l inputs

are provided by the tenants who rent the land on temporary (and

verbal) basis" (Januzi and Peach L977: 45) From these features

it is concluded that,

The current situation in Bangladesh is one in which the

traditiona-l- agrarian structure (defined by institution of
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custom and law) can be said to be both an impediment to

the dissemination of new technology in agriculture and,

at the same time, âD obstacle to the fuII participation

of the rural majority in programs of rural development"

(Januzi and Peach 1977: 69)

It is thus evident that the agrarian relations in Bangladesh are

deeply entrenched in pre-capitalism and this may be fur:ther sub*

stantiated by exposing the extent of wage Iabour, commoditisation,

inr¡estment of sr.rrplus etc"

According to staÈistical- reports, the proportion of hired

labour in agriculture has increased from 19 per cent in 1960

(ees L977: 44) to 26"5 per cent in IgB0 (BBS, LgB2: 383) " But

non-wage labour still remains the defining feature, for it is as

high as three-fourths of the total labour force employed in agri-
cultural production" what this implies is that the separation
between labour and means of production that results in the com-

moditisation of labour pohrer (wage labour) and which thereby sets

off capitalist rerations, is largely abserrt"14 corresponding to
this, the agricultural- products (subsistence) are also less com-

moditised" rn 1963-64 only l0 per cent of the paddy production
\^/as sold in the market " Hossain LgTg: 125) rn Ig7 4 n it was found

that cultivators operating up to 3.5 acres of land (55 per cent of
alI cultivators) had ej-ther deficit, or zero net surprus of paddy

(rice) for market.ization. cultivators with more than 7 "s acres

of rand sold 2L per cent of paddy and 30 per cent of all agricur-
tural produce in the market^ (gossain rg79z r25) rndeed, the

subsistence peasants marketize a port-ion of their produce as
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"distres.s sale" in order to procure cert-ain other necessities,

make up the loans or the interest thereupon, or to meet other

cash r:equirernents" However, the bulk of the marketable commodi-

tíes are made up of the surplus products appropriated by the

landlords as pre-capitalist ground r.ot"15 fndeed, in addit.ion

to the rental surplus of the tenants the landlords and merchants

also marketize what they appropriat.e from the peasants by way of

buyi.ng cheap (against advances or loans) at harvest times, and

at the government procurement ...rtra="I6

Capitalist relations make for "increases in labor:r produc-

tivity leading to increases in relaÈive surplus product/1abour"

through "plough back of surplus into production"" (Brenner L97l:

30) But/ studies have revealed that the rentier class in Bangla-

desh is not interested in the "plough back of surplus" into pro-

duction and therefore, in increases in labour productivity"

According to one study,

In the Bangladesh case a common finding is that a large

porti.on of the surplus of the rich basically finances the

deficit of the poor, through land purchases and provision

of consumption loans" Also the better off families use a

portion of their surplus for conspicuous consumption tike

expenditure on soc-ial ceremonies and construction of houses

and for investment i.n trade and business" (Hossain 1981:

r09)

Cn t.he one hand, the direction of investment in land is induced

by its scarcity value and the social power that it vests in a

L1land-owner"*' On the other hand, the hiqh rate of profit attracts

the flow of surplus towa::ds trade and commerce" And at present,
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"this rate of profit is very high almost unlimited - compared

witrr the rate of profit from capital investment in industry or
agriculture. " (Omar L982: 79-80) Thus the determinate di.rection

of surplus investment renders it not only unprod.uctive but also

counter-productive" As in agriculture, it onJ_y,

. stimulates the attempts among tenants and labors

to achieve a rise in the level of absolute surplus value

of their Ìaborsn where they try to work longer or harder

without- any capital-assisted inc::ease in their productivity

to meet their debt, rental and purchase obligations" This

process is circul-ar and cumul-ative " (Vúood 19 Bl: 6 )

The "circular and cumulative" process may be said to coextend

with and tend towards the maintenance of a mod.e of production

often designated as the semi-feudal mode of production (semi-

FMP) " Despite the juridicar liquidation of feudar relations
(at decolonisation) , pre-capitalist relations stil-1 dominate the

agrarian structure of Bangladesh and hence its characterization

as the semi-FMP" Indeed, apart from the pre-capitalist relations

as outl.ined above, the agrarian structure in Bangladesh also in-

compasses such pre-capitalist features as are enumerated bel-ow:

Given the low level of monetization of the rural socie'ty,

traditional social- relationship and dominant asset o\üner-

ship pattern it is only natural that Bangladesh rural

society manifests much of the extra-market operations

,/ãxtra-economic as well/ such as l. Violence (generally

by the dominant- unit against the other) : this includes
violence to individuals €"9., physicat compulsion or restraint
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and equally known viol-ence to property ê"9., forcible

acquisitiono dispossession or even destruction; 2" obliga-

tory direction backed by pov/er of the individual, group or

by authority of an organization; and 3" . through con-

trol of information or even parade of pov/er" (ehmed 1983:

32)

It should be noted that while the larger agricultural sector
of the social economy in Bangladesh is entrenched. in pre-

capitali.st or semi-feudal structure, the tiny industrial sector
is hardly capitalistic either. The export-oriented and agro-

based industrial sector can be designated as capitalistic only
in so far as the combination of wage labour and capital is con-

cerned" But when the total dependence of the enterprises on

imports for capital goods (i.e., the machineries, spares and

accessories) is taken into consideration, then the internal
disarticulation (between Department l-, producing means of pro-
duction and Department fr, producing consumer goods) belies the
assumption of an indigenous autonomous capitalism. rndeed, as

well as the lack of technical autonomy this capitalism also lacks
its social autonomy. For exampre, the indigenous "capitalists"
are entirely dependent on the state apparatus for import Iicenses,
foreign exchange, loans etc. and for other types of shifting state
patronage. They are even solely dependent on the scores of anti-
quated elements like the "fariahs" and. "baparees" (traders, middle_

men etc") for the supply of rav/ materials from the pre-capitalist
agricultural sector" The l-atter category not only maintains the
link between the pre-capitatist and the so-called capitalist sec-

tors but, as well, tends to reproduce the two in t-heir structur:a1
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isolation. Indeed, the "free economy" policy of the state by

facilítating the free inflow of capital and commodities from the

countries of monopoly capitalism essentially impedes the nascent

capitali.sm in proportion as it benefits the monopoly capital"

White indigenous nascent capitalism is thus beset with these

built-in constraints, the conjLmcture of the social formation as

a whole persists qnder the domain of the pre-capitalist forces

and relations of prod.uction comprì-sing the so-calIecl" semi-FMP "

The latter, indeed, finds its material expression in the nature

of the political power as weII as the ideological interpellation

of the state in Bangladesh"

POLITICAL PO!{ER AND IDEOLOGY

The association of landownership and potitical power both

at the village and nation state levels of Bangladesh is an empiri-

cally evident phenomenon, and it occurs in \¡lays which are remini-

scent of the feudal social relations " In the Union Parishad (UP,

a local government institution that represents about ten to

twenty villages), the cl-ass of rich landowners monopolizes all

power and the control over resources" Thus one study showed

that 90 per cent of all the UP lea.ders (members and chairmen)

in Bangladesh own more than 2"5 acres of cultivable 1and, while

60 per cent of them own more than 7 "5 acres" (R'ahman LgTg) A

recent study of the ComilIa district (tfre Iaboratory area of co-

operative and rural- development experiments since early I960s)

has shown that 36 per cent of the members and I0 per cent of the

Chairmen of the UPs own more than 3 acres of cultivated lanc1"

Furthermore, the yearly income of 4l per cent of these (Ue¡
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members and 60 per cent of these Chairmen, is above taka 40

thousand.lB rn the national elections, too, the landed poten-

tates are found to comprise the overwhelminq majority of the

elected. Table 5 below shows that about 90 per cent of the

Members elected to two Parliaments owned more than 3 acres of

Iand, while about 60 per cent owned more than 10 acres" It

further shows that compared with the pre-independence parlia-

ment (1970) , the propor:tion of members from the highest land-

owning categor:y (f515 acres and above) substantially increased

in the post-independence parliament (f973).

Land Owned

Table 5

by J}4embers of Parliament, *

L970 and L973

Election

L97 0

L97 3

r0"9

l,) ?

34 "6

26 "L

L2 "7

r0 " 5

41"8

51" 1

Number
of MPs
Inter-
vi ewed

228

237

25

29

t9

62

29

25

95

L2T

3.1 r0"4
acres

r0"5 15"4
acres

l5 " 5 acres
and above

than
acre to
acres

I¡€SS
t"0
3" 0

No" of
MPs

No. of
MPs

Per
cent .

No" of
MPs

Per
cent

No. of
MPs

Per
cent

*Total number of members were
in L910 and L973"

430 and 315 respectively

Source: Jahan I9 B0b: 145 "

It is commonly observed that the landed potentates at the

two levels, village and nation, are structurally aligned" The

village potentates maintain their power with support of the

dependent share-croppers, lanrlless peasants, clients in village
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factions, band of retainers et.c" But, in turn, they themsel.ves

constitute the support base for the aligned poritical leaders

or parties at the national level. And in exchange for their
support and services (rallying votes etc" ) they receive alt

necessary protection of their interests. Thus it is noted that

"in exchange for performing these functions government policies

are tailored to protect and support large farmers, interests. "

(Jones I979: 72) Such "interests", indeed¿ range from subsidized

inputs and/or: contr:ol ovel: their d.istribution to the postponement

of l-and reform"

However, the dominance of the landed classes by vir:tue of
the semi-FMP is but one aspect of political pov/er in Bangladesh.

Perhapsn the more important aspect, is the independent power of
the state emanati.ng from its br:reaucratic Bonapartist nature.
Jt appears that the bureaucratic nat.ure is a legacy of the pre-
colonial "hypertrophy of the state authority" (attributed to the
Asiatic mode of production) as wer.l as of the colonial state
power. And the Bonapartist nature of the state seems to be an

attribution of the smalI-holding peasant economy dominated by the

semi--FMp" It- may be argued that owing to its bgreaucratic-
Bonapartist nature, the state in Bangladesh persists as a retro-
gressive force whose policies, âs well. as the exercise of power,

objectively coincide with the persistence of the prevailing con-
juncture of the social formation. I¡lhire the anal-yses in the

foregoing pages fairty corrobor:ate this argument, the patterns
of state expenditure (revenue expend.iture) and the state subver-
sion of class struggre through ideological subterfuge etc",
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further substantiate it. Table 6 below

expenditure is mainly geared to what may

shows that the state

be called the self-

aggrandizing inclination of the state.

its expenditures on the administrative

Thus the state through

and

sumes a substantial part of the revenues"

defense services, con-

VIhiIe over one decade

Table 6

Revenue Expenditure of the Government

of Bangladesh (in Million taka).

L97 2*7 3a
Per cent

Taka of Total-

A

Head

Administration o

law enforcing
agencies and de-
fence services

Social and physi-
cal infrastruc-
ture

Agr icul tur e

I ndus try

Debt service

Other

TotaI

Sour ce:

BO4.B 27 "6 9296 "9

L9 82- B 3b
Per cent

Taka of Tota]

A') 1

447..

1"9

0

10

100 .0

Table 10,
Statement

B

J

5

C

D

i1

F

1509.2 51"8 9416"0

57.5 2"0 406"0

" s3"9

L34.4 4 "6 2254 "2

408.1 14"0

2914.0 100.0 2L467 "0

Government of Bangladesh L979b,
Government. of Bangladesh 1983b,

a
b

p"
]IT

195;
, p.3

Note: Expenditures of revenue shown under various Heads in
the original Tables, pârt.icularly those under Head 'A'
and oB' in the present Table, have been merged for
convenience of analysis "

this consumption has increased by 56"5 per cen't, Lhe expenditur:e

on the social and physical infrastructures has decreased by t5

per cent" The expenditure on the productive sectors like aqri-
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culture and industry is barely fractionaf. However, it appears

from the tabl-e that over a decade, expenditures on Heads 'A' and

'Br have increased inflow of foreign assistance facilitated the

increased consumption by the state which has been accompanied

by the rapid expansion of its apparatuses as weII"

From the nature of the political power and the position of

the state as outlined above, one can discern the consecration of

the heritage of "hypertrophy of state authority" in Bangladesh"

It is obse::ved that in order to maintain this authority the

state here always strives to hold the diverse classes and their

struggle under its sway" In addition to the economic and poli-

tical measures, lately, it- (tfre state) has taken to religio-

icieoloqical subterfuge to this end" fndeed, in a country where

85 per cent of the people are.Muslims, and where "80 per cent

Iive below the poverty line"19, ideological subterfuge lends con-

siderable advan'bage to the hypertr:ophic state itself " The Iatter,

thereforeo proclaims that "ollr struggle is to make Bangladesh an

ïslamic state"20 for "the existence of the country will be at

stake if we fail to estabfish Islam in Bangladesh""2l rt mayr

however, be noted that popular Islam in Bangladesh does scarcely

harbor the prospect for the establishment of a fundamentalist

Isl-amic state âsr for example, has been possible in Tran in 1919

under Imarn Khomeni. The nature of popuJ-ar Islam in Bangladesh

can be comprehended from the following:

From the standpoint of soci.al classes and social strati*

fication, the development of fsl-am in India has been

peculi.ar. Popular Islam in fndia in many respects copied

the essentials of. Hindu beliefsu ideas, and social insti-
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tutions, and adjusted them to the rslamic system in a very

strange v/ay. (Karin 1976: -l15)

This. "st.range adjustment" of rslam is very likery to stand in

the way of any move for rslamizinq the state of Bangradesh"

Perhaps the military regime in Bangradesh is too welr aware of

this reality and does not therefore undertake itself the task,

whil-e its counter:part in Pakist-an has rather zealously under-

taken it"

Indeed, rather than a fundarnentalist conviction it is the

per:cei.ved need of the sympathy of the Mus lim masses at home as

well as the support of Lhe Muslim states abroad that underlay

the Islamic standpoint of the military-bureaucratic regime in

Bangladesh. VJhile its success in obtaining the necessary support-

of the Musl-im states ìs very evident, that of the Musl.im masses

at home is difficult to ascertain, It is manifest that in order

to influence the masses the regime has of ten ref er:red to and,/or

relied upon pseudo-re.Ligious sour""=22.r,d thereby has also i-n-

vigorated the so-called n'pir cult"23 in the country. consequen-

tlyo bes-ides the common people the members of the bureaucracy

and business in qeneral, have largely been inducted into thi.s

cult" And it is a common knowledg:e that the "pirs" nowadays, not

only provide spir:itual guidance but also mediate in the material

transactions bretween the meml:ers of all categories of their dis-

ciples. Indeed, this "pir cult" has also led to an increase in

the nunber of (Muslim) religious workers, from L47,g22 in L974-15

to 455,653 in 1982-83 (nes, 1983b: Table 4"35), as well as the

increased observance of the mul-tifarious pseudo-religious festi-

vities in the country" These phenomena have added nev/ dimensions
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to the structure of popular fslam in Bangladesh" But, more

important, they have as weIl reinforced the ideological inter-

pellation of the state whereby it seeks to alienat-e the masses

and sust-ain the hegemonic rule"
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NOTES

1" By the Proclamation (Amendment) order No. I of L977 the

principle of secularism was dropped and that of socialism was

redefined and these marked siqnificant deviations from the con-

stitution of L972. Thus the mititary regime redefined the

state principles as follows: "The principle of absolute trust

and faith in the Almighty Altah, nationalism, democracy and

socialism meaning economic and social justice, toqether with the

principles derived from them " shall constitute the funda-

mental principles of state policy." (Government of Bangladesh

L979az 5)

2" The Bangladesh Observer, Dacca, August 4o L976"

3. It is obse::ved that, "out-sicle a General Motors assembl.y

unit (The Gandhara Industries Ltd") in Chittagong, a few pharma-

ceutical multinationals, insurance, banks, and the oId colonial

tea estates, foreign invesÈment. was almost non-existent and

totalled less than 30 million dollars." (EPW, 1978: 556)

4 " The role of the EPZ in the neighbouring countries as wel]

as the implications of the EPZ in Bangladesh have been discussed

in a peneL.rating monograph on the economy of Bangladesh by

Mahbub Ullah , L9B2 "

5 " DI ref ers to the policy of selling or.rt the nationalised

industrial units of the former non-Bengali owners to the Bangla-

deshi buyers. DN refers to the returning of the nationalised

industrial- units t-o theír Bangl adeshi ownelîs on of f icially de-

fined terms. It may be noted that both DI and DN followed the

revised investment policy si.nce the military take*over in mid-

L975. In L975 the private investment ceiling was r aised to f00
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million taka and in l97B the ceiling was al-together lifted"

6" I{hen the dialogue began on September 9, l-980 most of the

proposals of the political parties \^/ere publíshed in the issues

of the daily San bad, Dacca

7. The governrnent proposal was published in Sangbad, Dacca"

September 15 and L6, l9B0 "

o See San bad, Dacca, March 2L, ]983.

9 " Ibid", JuIY 25, 1983"

l0 . A. Z "M" Obairlullah Khan, "Land ref orms a historical Perî-

spective" , The Bangladesh Times, Dhakao November 7, 1982"

It " Citecl in San bad, Dacca, MaY B, 1983"

1-2 " See, IRDP o Planning Division, "Rural Developrnent Expansion

Prograrnme in Bangladesh" ' Dacca , L97J , p" L7 "

13" How far the expansion of cooperatives accelerated the pro-

cesses of rural pauperization and polarization has been revealed

in a study of the first cooperative village located inthe labora*

tory area of the Bangl.adesh Academy for Rural Development (BARD)

at Comilla" The study showed that from IB94 to 1960 "there had

been a long term tendency for Dhoneshor as a whole to decline

economically", but "after f960 the condition of the poorest house-'

hotds continued to deter:iorate and their number increased' " " ""

After 1960, ther:efore, increasing polarization by pauperization

was replaced by polarization resulting from both pauperization at

the bottom and economic impr:ovement at the top" This sudden re-

versal sLarted soon after the beginning of the Comilla program

and then occurred in the "laboratory area" only; it can only be

ascribed to the j-nfluence of the progl:am." (schendel t9BI; 30)
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14. Marx exprained the phenomenon in the forrowinq way: "The

capitalist system presupposes the complete separation of the

Iabourers from all property in the means by which they can

realise their labour. As soon as capitalist production is once

on its own legs, it not only maintains this separation, but re-

prod.uces it on a continually extending scale. The process,

therefore, 'that clears the way for the capitalist system, can

be none other than the process which takes ahlay from the labourer

the possession of his means of production; a process that trans-

forms¡ oD the one hand, the social means of subsistence and of

production into capital, on the other, the immediate producers

into wage-labourers " " (l{arx , L97B u vol " l: 668)

15. Pre-capi.talist ground rent in that under the existing share-

cropping systern the tenant instead of turning over to the land-

lord the "surplus over the average profit'o (as does the capita*

list tenant) n only turns over the latter's share in kind , or o in

a few cases, in cash which, however, is the same thing in a modi-

fied form" (Marx L977 z 796-97)

16. At the qovernment procurement centres, the landlords and

merchants in coll-aboration with the officers concerned compel

the peasants bo sell out their crops below the official floor

price to the former who then resell them at the floor price and

thereby make off with a big premium" It is said that in order

to sustain the process, "besides paying kickbackso the merchants

" pay the warehouse manager a monthly retainer in order to

ensure his cooperation. " (Hartmann ancl Boyce Lglg z 2,2)

L7" The agricultural minister himself observed that: "Land in

Bangladesh . is synonymous with control of wealth, social
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prestige and political po\¡ier. Any reform measures' therefore,

in the sense of altering ownershi.p, use and control over land

has serious consequences not for overall production and distri-

bution of social product, but also for the existing power and

property relations in a predominantly rural society" " Since

the control of Iand and access to other productive resources

appear to be closely related, the larger landowners tend to re-

ceive a disproportionate share of technical assistance provided

by government agencies" They also enjoy easier access to insti-

tutional credit and other inputs " " (e" z "l¿" obai.dullah Khan o

"Land reforms a historical perspective", The Bangladesh T¿¡19rlo

Dhaka, November 7t L9B2)

18" The findings are cited with the per:mission of Mr:" M" Sulai.man,

the author of the forthcoming report of the study: "Characteris-

tics of Newly Elected Representatives of Union Parishads of

Comilla Sadar Upazilao BARD, Comilla""

19. Taking the daily calorie íntake of 2122 as the poverty line,

M.K. Alamgir calculated the proportion of people living below the

line at 79 "9 per

January-February

cent ("Poverty in Bangladesh" in ADAB Nel^/s,

f984, vol, XI, No. I, Dhaka) 
"

20 " Cited from the speech of the mi li.tary President, H"M" Ershad,

Sangbad, Dhakao January l5o 1983"

2L" Cited from the speech of the same, The Bangladesh Observero

Dhaka, February L3, 1984"

22" About a year after seizing the power, General Ershad announ-

ced that "the mutawalli (care-taker) of the shrine of Hazrat Boro

Pir Shaheeb (at Baqdad) had sent me a chadar (robe) on June L6,

1981 together: with a message saying 'you will be the head of
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stater, and later, I took over the office on March 24 last
(1982)" Sangbad, Dhaka, January 15, 1983" Previously, "the
quilt (gilap) from the majar of Hazrat Abdul Quader Zilani (same

as above) were presented to both Zîaur R.ahman and Justice Sattar
(former Presidents) with the prophecy of their ascension to powertr

I{oliday , Dhaka, January 22, I983.

23. The "pir cult" or Pirism j-s deeply rooted in Sufism. Origi-

nally the word pir denoted the spiritual guide among the sufis

but in course of t"i.me many special pov/ers vr'ere ascribed to him.

such pohrers included "giving relief to the poor, destitutes and

patients, being present at several pl.aces at a timeo giving life

to the dead, kiJ-linq anybody at their wish and telling the future. "

Naturally the khanquahs, Chillakhanas or tombs of the Pirs became

places of pilgrimage where constructions were mad,e g'iving the

name of Èargah. The devc¡tees illuminated the graves and made

of f erings to the Pirs or their departed soul. " . It j_s no

wonder that the converts /Buddhists and Hindus of Bengal who

became }luslims/ found the Pirism in rslam somewhat parallel to

their own traditions and superstitions." (Karim 1959: r63-64)
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V CONCLUSION

In the foregoing chapters an analysis of the reci.procations

between the social- classes and mode of production and the state

during the successive periods of t.he social formation in Bang-

radesh has been given" From this analysis it appears that the

state in its determinate colonial, sub-coronial, petty bour*

geois and military-bureaucratic forms, has existed as an auto-

nomous institution vis-a-vis the social classes, which has been

coterminous with the retarded transition of the mode of produc-

tion" rn other words, by impeding the unfording of new mod.es

of production the autonomous stat.e, in the past, arlowed the

pre*capitalist forces and relations of production to dominate

the social-economy, and continues to do so in t-he present" rt

should be noted that in the beginning, various natural and

social cond-itions underlying the Asiatic mode of production

attributed t-o the state its autonomous power" But. the succes-

sive states as well. har¡e maintained the heritage of the Asiatic

state while they established their sway over the social classes"

The consequence of this is the development of sustained under-

development in Bangladesh.

The As-iatic state did not altogether hinder the development

of commodity production which ushered in the vigorous mercantile

activities of the indigenous and foreign merchants in Bengal 
"

But, neverthelessu the transformation of the Asiatic mode of
production itself was thwarted by the "unprogressiveness" of the

forces of production, the subservience of the producers to the

community and, more important, by the coercive domination of the
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merchants by the ruling nobility and its state. Although by

the late seventeenth century a section of the indigenous mer-

chants subst,antially consolidated their position, they could

not advance further with their politico-economic objectives in

the face of the power of the state. However, in the second half

of the eighteenth century (immediately before the Industrial

Revolution in England) the advanced English merchant bourgeoisie

overpowered. the ruling nobility (albeit with the help of its in-

digenous counterpart) and captured the state power" With the

advent of the English colonial rule the indigenous social forma-

tion had turned into what has been described as "partly Asiatic,

part,ly feudal and partly capitatist." (Sen 1982: 6) It implies

that instead of "creatingl a world after its own image" (¡narx and

EngIes, L962n voI" I: 3B), the English bourgeoisie hybridized

the indigenous social formatíon in order to appropriate its re-

sources for accelerating the capitalist. development in England

itself 
"

However, the routinization of colonial exploitation led to

the emergence of new social classes and contraclictions which

\dere accompanied by extensive anti-colonia1 movements" By taking

recourse to the policy of "divide et impera" the ruling class

then contrived such politico-economic and religi.o-ideological

schisms as v¿ere conducive to the diversion of the anti-colonial

struggles into communal struggle. Although such contrivance

failed to dispel the escalation of anti-colonial movements and

nationalist upsutgê, communalism persisted as their overarching

ideology" At the time of decofonization this overarching idiology
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of communarism was brought to bear upon the "process of imperial

state building" in the Indian subcontinent. And in this "process"

Benga1 (as well as Punjab) was divided and the eastern part of

Bengal became the numerically major part of the (Muslim) state

of Pakistan.

At its inception, the ruling bloc of Pakistan (based in West

Pakistan) adopted a policy of total national oppression in east

Bengal and turned it into an arena of primary accumulation for

the economic development of west Pakistan. However, by steering

the question of freedom from this national oppression and sub-

colonial domination along the line of regional autonomy, the

Awami League (AL, a party of the Bengari petty bourgeoisie) won

a decisive victory in the election of December Lg7O. But by

denying to transfer povrer to the AL the vüest Pakistani ruling

bloc forced upon the people of East Pakistan a struggle for

total independence. vühire the struggle had escarated simul-

taneously along cIas.s and national 1ines, Indian intervention

telescoped the independence whereupon the AL took over the state
pou/er in Bangladesh" But the inherent incapacities of the party

to consolidate its po\der coupled with the contradictions it

creat.ed by undermining the nascent bureaucracy and the bourgeoi-

sie under socialist pretensions, hastened the dissolution of its

ru1e" The dissolution of the petty bourgeois rule !\,ras, however,

consummated by the nascent army" when the l-atter captured power

through the coup d'etat in middle 1975, it not only retrieved

the tradition of military rure but arso revei:ted the state to

its pre-independence form"
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By modifying the policy of the petty bourgeois regime, the

military-bureaucratic regime undertook to patronize the domestic

as well as the foreign private investment in the nascent indus-

trial sector, but, after the former regime, it deliberately

avoided the necessary reforms in the larger agricultural sector

dominated by the semi-feudal mode of production. While gearing

state policies to the needs of private investment in the indus-

trial sector, the regime relied on the "counsels" of the donor

states and agencies " But when it adhered to a policy of non-

intervention toward the larger agricultural sector and thereby

allowed the prevailing semi-feudal mode of production to con-

tinue to dominate, it did so for the sake of its autonomous power

which historically is an attríbution and accompaniment of such a

pre-capitalist mode of production. For example, with reference

to French society under Louis Bonaparte, Marx noted that, "by

its very nature, small-holding propert,y forms a suitable basis

for an all-powerful and innumerable bureaucracy". (1962b, vo1" 1:

338) Lenin also referred to the similar social roots of bureau-

cratic power in the USSR. According to him,

In our country bureaucratic pracLices have different

economic roots, namely, the atomised and scattered state

of the small producer with his povertyn illiteracy, lack

of culture, the absence of roads and exchange between

agriculture and industry, the absence of connection and

interaction between them. (19-02: 602)

In a recent work Sen (f982) has shown that the state in

India, too, has so far maintained its autonomous power by en-

couraging small-scale production in the vast agricultural
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sector and in industry while the development of large-scale

industries \Á¡as undertaken by the state itself , undermining the

interests of the fndían bourgeoisie" It is alleged that the

state took to such policies with the object of alleviating the

poverty of the masses as well as of curbing the power of the

bourgeoisie. But it. is found thatr orr the one hand, the state

has been "total-ly unsuccessful in alleviating the condition of

the people and the producing cIasses." (Sen L9B2z 222) On the

other hand, "every day the ranks of the bourgeoisie are swelling",

ancl th.e "hand of the bourgeoisie in its struggle to bring the

state apparatus under its o'dn rule" is being strengthened.

(Ibid") The l-atter development is likely to have far-reaching

impact on the transformation of the social formation in India"

But owing to lack of similar development in Bangladesh, the

autonomous power of the state and the prevailing conjuncture of

underdevelopment are Iikely to persist until reversed by some

revolutionary upsurge from below"

Indeedo the "over-developed" military-bureaucratic state

and its ideological subt.erfuge that correspond to t.he prevailing

semi-feudal mode of production, may be said to militate against

the prospect of a "bourgeois revolution" in Bangladesh" The

nascent "b.ourgeoisie" in Bangladesh seems to have no other option

than its present mercantile, lumpen or comprador complacence"

And due to the organic and/or infantile weaknesses of the bour-

geoisie, the industrial proletariat, too, is not large enough in

size (tfre total number of indus.trial workers is reported to be

440,000; BBS / 1983b: Tabl-e 4.32) . However, notwithstanding its

relatively small size and compositional (clas.s) syndrome, the
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v¡orking class in Bangladesh not only demonstrated its mi1itancy

in the past but has become evidently more organized and class

conscious in recent times. Although not organized, the peasant

proletariat in Bangladesh constitute the most numerous class and

its radical potential, too, is presumed to be enormous. However,

it is observed that while the state makes no secret of the magni-

tude of material deprivations of these classes, iL adopts various

measures to divert and pulverize their struggle for emancipation"

Such contradiction is not likely to allow the prevailing conjuc-

ture of the social formation to persist very long in the future.

Indeed, in view of the current crisis as well as the growing

capacity of the working classes, it seems that the decisive battle

over the state po\^/er in Bangladesh is not far off and that, it

may usher in a new era of hope and dignity for the millions who,

for ages have been groaning under their pyramid of sacrifice"
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